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Dinner, Film+and OIA.S.H.P. Draws 
Orowd At Kermode Centre 
The cars parked in every the purpose and functic~m ~ spoke on CASNP. It is, she 
available space on Grelg CASNP, and Dave Crack said, an organlzaUon with 
Avunue outside the Kermode explain the workings of the two main goals - to promote 
Friendship Centre, Tuesday Fish and Wildlife Service, awareness and un- 
night were mute evtdenco andtotakepartinaquestion derstanding amen non- 
that something was taking and answer period involving Native Canadians for Native 
plaSurece inside, all sa l t s  of Friendship enough;between 30 Centre operations, watched 
and 40 persons were inside intensely, an excellent film 
thebuilding, inthe basement on Native Land Rights. 
for afexst ap~de £t~ The black and white 
Gellenbeck National Fi lm Board 
Staff to kick off the first documentary followed the 
tmectl~ In Terrace of the progress of a struggle by 
Canadian Association in Natives on Loon Island, in 
Support of Native People. Eastern Canada, to hold on 
' FoUewing the dinner, for to their own property that 
one hour the group, eun- had been sold, by the 
silting almcet equally of government, to outsiders, - 
Native, pert-Native and Nan- even though the Natives had 
Natives who had come an original land ticket of 
pdmartly tolisten to CA~N'P ownership. 
president LIS Grcoch e~piain After the film, Liz Grosch 
BULLETIN 
The sight-seeing tours by bus for tourists it 
Perrace and Kitimat, operated by Far West on 
Mondays and Thursday have been.cancelled, 
forthwith, according to Martin Day, a 
spokesman for Far West busses, Wednesday. 
During the three weeks of operating the tours, 
a total of exactly FIVE paying passengers made 
0b~ctivus, and to assist 
Native people, when 
requested to do so, in 
developing programs and 
resources which will further 
these objectives. 
Originally established 18 
years ago as the Indian • 
Eskimo Association, the 
organization played a 
significant role in bringing 
the concerns of Native 
people before the Canadian, 
public. Among its ranks 
were many contemporary 
Native leaders. 
The I.E.A. 
was instrumental in the 
establishment of Forerunner 
erganizations of the National 
Indian Brotherhood, the 
Native Council of Canada 
and helped, directly, in the 
founding of the Inuit 
Taplrlnat of Canada, The 
Indian Brotherhood, and 
others. 
Once these organizations 
had been formed, a meeting 
of national Native leaders 
was held to redefine the role 
use of the tour and sightseeing service, of LE.A. Four areas, w.ere 
The tours were operated in conjunction with recommenaea tor mture 
- -  " -  • Assoc iat ion  ac t iv i ty  :the Terrace Chamber of Commerce, tourism -,~-'--"-tive 
committee, of'which Juanita ltatton is chair- ~.a'~l'ous raise funds. 
man: Supporting lnillaflves and 
Sold Mrs. Hatton, Wednesday, when she -+--~s ' -ken b" Native 
• ~I  . o l,  lu . l ,u  1,411 l i t  
learned of the failure. Lack of adequate failure organizations, Creating 
it° properly advertise the service is, I am sure, public awareness of the 
the reasonit has failed. I still think it was a great co. nearas ann aspin.ti.o m .= 
i r, atlve peoples, an~ mmy, idea, and would have been apprec ated by the ....,~,,..., ,.,,,r,r,,,,,,,.,.,,,...~ 
tourists - ff only more of them could have known ~on~ucti'~nl~-rese -''-a c''h f--or 
about it." As it was, she said, a great deal of[ them. 
effect in the way of volunteer help was used.i P.,m~,,-,. t~  ~e ~n 
Eethaps::advance;pr0motion~ through, the~d~tio~,*~"~t~ ta t i0~ 
mtsbii~ed media might be possible, ~i~dd the i ~me Was changed in197Z to 
required funding be forthcoming, another year. I the Ca~dl~. ~Um.  
• [Support st me Na,ve 
• _ ] Peoples. 
A Northern B.C. CASNP 
chapter became a reality 
last October 3, when 
organizers drew more than 
sixty people Jn the area to a 
dinner meeting in Smithers 
Indian Friendship Centre. 
The chapter's first project is 
to raise $10,000 for the 
Centre. 
Further information on the 
Chapter's upcoming ac- 
tivities are available by. 
contact ing  E l i zabeth  
Grcech, CASNP, Box 553, in 
Smithers. 
In talking about he work 
of the Kermede Friendship 
Centre in Terrace, Vi 
Gellunbeck explained hew 
the work has been 
drastically affected by the 
austerity policy of the 
Department of Human 
Resources under the 
leadership of Bill Van- 
derZalm. 
She explained how 
difficult it was to have to say 
"No" to those in need, 
seeking practical and im- 
mediate assistance. The next 
time she had to refer needy 
persons seeking emergency 
food and shelter after hours, 
• she said, she was going to 
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Mainly cloudy with sunny 
pe?ods in the afternoon. 
, High-23 Low-lZ 
. . . .  t 
acccompany them, per- City workmen toil under a hot sun to save the sidewalk which has already dropped several 
sonally, to the RCMP who road off Kalum, from.total collapse. Piles are feet. 
are. ".m charge ~.dispensing being driven to stope further undermining of the 
asemmnca mr me vepert- 
ment of Human Resources. . ' 
Ave moving speech was Wh She Id P y Fo He ith givenr~y the Rev Paul
Mason, who told how'he had . 0 U a r a entre 
left the reserve because he . 
disapproved of the "M Th  S T Shou ld  edueationalsystem' Behas i ayor om ays- erraoe 
made it a policy to turn off ,hA '~I , , . , I  h,o . ,h,a,. .  By Donna VaHIeres regional provincial cost St ik ine share of debt cooper called Thorns 
."~ " "  - ; :" .  "." . . . . . .  sha regram for health repayment, niatementsonthebealthunR 
nave.none ~ nom.ewerk- Terrace council plans to fa~ingUes p Kitimat's portion Even with this scheme, "a piny", ud. s~tnd that if 
and ne n~. n~er nsa. m find out what the provincial of this would be ap- Terrace .would still net Joiliffe nan no~ 
.regret.hisoecLmon,,as.~th.ey b althunit:wlllbewortht0" ~ ~ , ~ .  ' r ~ ~ U ~  d ~,~,  ~ ' .T0. om's resolution ( fo r  
s~l~l e au pr~ pernd ny .st,,- ne +~. thev, town:.in~ian: a:ttml~ itol./' .,.+~~:,.:/.,, ~;~::;,:. +,-:.;,..-~. ;..f~-.!+ .~=~ .-++slalJ~l, +,'.'.:+~+~:,:+.:.~.i~"./.'+~;~'":';++/;~ ;: ;~ ~11~:+ ~" ~ 
d0 m ~ c t  statements from Total cost of the building Aid. Vie J0111ffe, a director have gone any further to 
Kitimat~ Mayor George hns beenestimated.atm.ore on the regional board, regimal busineu. 
• m..'^.,~,..,..,, . .  . . , ,  Thomrega+~ingcestsharim~ . than ~2 million, nut me brought the issue up at Jollfffe evmtually tabled 
,.© ~.~.~mo,,~ . ,.,q~ - -  anal district would 0 ' ' neZt ,0o,,~ ..an ,,., ,, ,, of the unit. ~ nly Monday night s council Them s motion, until 
. . . . . . .  " " '  Them stated at an earlier contribute toward health meeting, stating the month's regionnl board 
Kitimat-Stlkine Regional facili, ties in .the. .mdt.whlch situation "requires some meeting. . .  
District meeting that he wcuta anD mcmae nmnan pretty heavy lobbying on our Jollfffe withdrew nls 
• • obJncted to contributing to resources offices, part" and suggesting that council motion to.set s d.a. te 
the health unit through the Terrace would -benefit district adminlstratien come for future d immims on me The Terraoo-Kitimat HERALO'S 
. . . .  . regional distr ict,  because from having the building in 
Groat  R iverboat  Days Parade  communityTerrace wou/d bebenefitttng the oulYfrom lncreasedthe town mploymentthr°ugh axeS,and 
the facility, other spin-off benefits, Them 
The regional district said. 
~0~ rtion of funding the Because of this~ Them llding comtruction would recommended that Terrace 
be $349,000 under the assume the entire Kitimat- 
• .Members  from the staff of 
the HERALD approached 
Terrace City Council 
Tuesday ulaht to ask for 
Coundl ipprovul to hold a 
RIvevbost Days Parade co 
mb•im' Auiptst 6; for per- to ldeek off certolm 
.be held on Sunday - but 
either on Saturday or 
Monday bracketting the 
Lord's Day. 
• .After further eonzaltatlen, 
Tuesday morning with 
merchants in the Cit7 who 
had espresand a desire to 
participate in/he parade and 
would find it difficult o do so 
oua Saturday, with shah' 
steres open, and since the 140 
Aisstrexm trailers due to 
arrive In Terrace on Aug. 
3rd. will have left by Mm- 
day, the HERALD Wed- 
nesday, appealed to the 
Mayor and council to 
reconsider the Sunday date 
hen. 
• .With various members o~ 
CoUneli having left the city, a 
streets in the 'efty at that 
I/me for the parade sub|eat 
to polka and fire department 
regulatlone, end for 1800 
from the Captain Cook 
Celelntioea grant toward 
the e.mt of prises. 
..As readers will already 
know, Conaull approved, in 
principle, the  HERALD's 
reqnseL Sub~t, however 
(ex. s mefkm by council 
member Deem Pease) to the 
condli/on that he parade not 
check with the avalkble 
members brought he same 
verdict. Council would not 
approve a Sunday parade. 
• .Bowing  to council's 
directive, the HERALD - 
knowing that unless they dM 
Terrace would have to go 
without the Riverboat Days 
Parade. disappeinting many 
of its young people, its 
crgenisaflons, asd the old 
timers who "remember 
when" - decided to go ahead 
with the parade. 
..The parade is therefore 
"ON". The time- 10 a.m. The 
Date. Saturday August S. 
The place - Downtown 
Terrace. 
..Watch for further in- 
formation and detai ls  in 
tomorrow's and subsequent 
issues of the HERALD. 
• .Have we bitten off more 
than we can chew? Do the 
people of Terrace REALLY 
want a parade? WiU anyone 
show up to take part  in It. 
Wi l l  i t  be worth the t ime and 
sacrifice (working over the 
holidays without pay and 
using our own personal 
funds) that is going to be 
necessary ff we are to hold it 
at all? Will we have cause to 
regret our decision to bow to 
council's wishes, so that 
Terrace will not be disap- 
pointed? Tune in again, 
tomorrow, same time- same 
paper, same program: 
..The Great Terrace 
Riverboat Days Parade. 
exists solely to support and serve Canada's 
Native organization. C.A.S.N.P. Vi Gellenbeek 
and staff prepared the feast. 
t 
Some of the almost 2 score persons who turned 
~et Tu.,~lay night at the Kermcde Friendship 
ntre to a feast, film and fascinating presen- 
tation of the major Canadian organization that 
In Violoda 
Thunder, Lightning, 
Rain and Hail Storm 
VICTORIA (CP) - -  or' four more in the Gulf 
Thunder, lightning, rain and Islands• 
hall hit Greater Victoria The forest service 
Wednesday, interrupting a reported five new fires inthe 
month of hot weather, but Vancouver forest district 
weather office .spokesmen overnight Tuesday, and 22 in 
said warm temperatures other ports of B.C., mostly 
were expected to return due to i ight~ strikes. 
today. One fireman was Injured 
Scattered power failures, when a bolt of lightning 
forest fires, two houm fires, struck a fire Imll in the 
numerous power pole fires James Bay area. 
and false alarms were Thefiremanwastrcatedin 
sparked by the storm that hospital for shock and dis. 
struck just before 9 a.m. charged. 
PDT. The Victoria General 
Forest fire suppression Hospital had to switch to its 
crews from Lan~ordranger emergency generator when 
station were busy attundlng power was knocked out for 
lightningcaused blazes in the about IS minutes. 
Mount Finiayson, Triangle A huspital spokesman said 
Mountain and East Sncke there were no problems, but 
areas of south Vancouver surgery scheduled for the 
Island. /~ spokesman said there morning had to be delayed. Rainfall was light during 
were about hree fires in the 'the storm, and forests in the 
district, with probably three area remained tinder dry. 
Itmn 
Ri)MP News 
Two 17-year old youths Elementary School. 
were caught by Terrace Charges were laid. 
RClVlP Tuesday hight when Police also charged a 
they attempted to steal the motorist with impaired 
flag from Copper Mountain driving on Tuesday night. 
Oall For Bids For 6as Line 
CALGARY tt;L'} _ to North American steal pipe 
Negotiations will begin in su]ppliersforiis 
August for obtaining pipe for requirements. 
the Canadian portion of the The company said this will 
$10.5-billion Alaska Highway entail the purchase of 36- 
catural gas pipeline project, inch, 42-inch, 48;inch and 56- 
Foothills Plpe Lines (Yukon) inch steel pipe totalling 
Ltd. said Wednesday. about 1.5 million tons for the 
Canadian portion of the 
The company said in n project and about 380,000 
news release it had received tom for the Dempstsr con- 
approval from the Northern neetton to the Mackenzie 
Pipeline Agency to issue bids ' Delta. 
up with some facts about he 
actual benefits to Terrace• 
"Alot of this has been our 
own damn fault for 
bragging," Jolliffe said, 
referring to statements 
reported in the press that he. 
health unit would bring 
money into Terrace while 
the cost would be distributed 
throughout the entire 
• district; 
Aid. Bob Cooper, 
Terrace's other regional 
director had a sllghlly' dlf. 
forent intorpretatim of the 
l~s t  regional district 
meeting. 
matter when Monday!s 
discussions at the council 
table broke down. 
Cooper, however, rein- 
treduced a similar motion 
that administration draw up 
cost and revenue flaurea for 
the bexlth unit. That motion 
W~ne hpe~th  and human 
resources centre, alowl with 
8n adjacent courthouse, has 
run into extensive and 
amtinulng opposition in the 
past year since the province 
announced plans to ccmtruct 
the beildtogs at tha eornsr d 
Kainm and Olmm• 
Now news, Pioturo 
Wire Sorvioo Jan. 1 
TORONTO CP a A new wire Montreal, Winnipeg, Ed- 
service, absorbing and monton and Vancouver. 
expanding present news and International coverage will 
picture operation of United be provided tlzroq~ UPI 
Press International, of Inc. ct New York. 
Canada, will begin operation J.D. Creighton, publisher 
Jan. 1, it was announced of the Tin'onto Sun and a 
Wednesday. prime mover in establish- 
The announcement said mentofthenewscrvine, aaid 
the new company will be many poblishers had long 
controlled by a group con- felt a need for a secoml 
sisting of Toronto Sun domestic agency to offer an 
Publishing Corp., which alternative or com- 
publishes the Toronto Sun piementary service to the 
and Edmonton Sun; Sterling Canadian Press the co- 
Newspapers Ltd., which operative of110 daily papers 
operates seven dally in Canada. 
newspapers in British Conrad M. Black, 
Columbia nd one in Prince president and chairman of 
Edward Island; and UPI of the executive committee of 
Canada, which will own 20 Argus Corp., is chairman of 
per cent of the company. S ter l ing  Newspapers .  
Headquarters will be in Patrick Harden is |nuoral 
Toronto with' bureaus in manager of UPI in Canada. 
Halifax, Quebec City, 
Theresa LeRoss Dies 
Theresa LaRoes died Sunday 
night, in Terrace Mille 
Memorial Hospital at 61 
years of age. 
Mrs. LeRoss was born 
June 10, 1917 in Aubigny 
t Manitoba. Her father s name 
was John Desjardins. 
Over the years Mrs. 
LeRoss served many terms 
as president of the Catholic 
Woman's League and acted 
as treasurer of the Liberal 
associat/on 
She is survived by husband 
Pierre and children Charles, 
Sandy, Pierre, Mike, Joan, 
Ads, Rcberto, Cbermains, 
Charlotte, Theresa, and 
Betty Anne, as well as 
brothers John and Hem7 
DesjaJdins and sisters 
Florence Renaud, Anne 
Normaedeau, Cecilia Kcfoed 
and Mary Johnson. 
The funeral service for 
Mrs. LeRms was held at 
Sacred Heart Catholic 
Church Wednesday mornlnd 
with Father Jordon. Burial 
was in New Kiisumpllum 
Cemetery• 
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Crash  " . . . . . .  o c on 
~ ~ ~  ~ -- outpost .f "~ickel and COl>,~)er 
•e 
wi l lwMk agmn 
TORONTO (CP) --  "I 
can't say I'm enjoying being 
confined to this ironing 
board," John Oliver says of 
the traction frame that keeps 
his broken spine in place 
while it heals, "but the other. 
option vms being six feet 
under." 
Oliver was one of 102 
passengers aboard A i r  
Canada flight 189 that 
crashed into a ravine on 
takeoff rom Toronto Inter- 
national Airport on June 26, 
killing two persons and 
changing the lives of a 
handful of seriously-injured 
passengers. 
"The worst I'll come out of 
this with is having to use 
canes to walk, but I ' l l  
definite~ walk again," said 
Oliver, ode Of seven ant- 
rivers still in hospital "If I 
can live, I can walk." 
Oliver's attitude is typical 
of theother seriouely-injursd 
victims--their patience is 
exceeded only by their op- 
timinm. 
Some are in convalescent 
homes but mo~t are being 
cared for at home under 
doctors' supervision. 
"The worst thing is the 
mental strain," said 30-year- 
old Dave Goddard, whose 
spine also was broken. 
FIGHTING TRAUMA 
" I 'm bedridden. I 'm 
almost otally immobilized. I 
can't sit up, although I can 
stand up for about l0 minutes 
with a back brace on." 
Geddard is fighting both 
physical and psychological 
tratmla. 
"H you think about it, it 
starts to get scary. Sudden 
memories of the crash come 
hock; Iget shaky whenI see 
things in the newspapers." 
Geddard says he inmen~ a 
feeling of uselessness while 
recovering in his finncee's 
Burlington, Ont., home and 
tries not to worry about 
money or walking again. 
Like other survivors, 
Goddard has a lawyer 
studying compensatior 
claims against Air Canada. 
Two days after the crash, 
airline officials told him they 
expected to pay com- 
pensation for pain and 
suffering, lost wages and 
~er expenses. 
, After an Air Canada crash 
&t Toronto airport, in 1970 in 
which 109 people were Killed, 
more than $12 million in 
lawsuits were filed. 
"An Air Canada man was 
here asking me to sign a per- 
mission form so their 
lawyers could interview my 
docters," said Perc Hannen, 
• 59, stretched on a traction 
frame with a broken spine 
and pelvis. 
"The (federal) ministry of 
transport was here, too, with 
a lot of. questions about the 
takeoff and the airplane. I 
didn't mind. It helps pass the 
time." 
Hannen, fiat on his back 
for four weeks, expects to 
spend at least another six the 
• same way. MISSES GOLF 
He said he can cope with 
the discomfort, he boredom 
and the hospital food, but is 
bothered by missing his golf 
game. 
"First thing I asked when I
came off the operating table 
was 'when will I be able to 
play golf?' " 
Hanaen said the company 
he works for, Federated 
Insurance, has paid full 
wages during his con- 
valescence and his job will 
he there when he recovers. 
"All in all, I 'm weathering 
this pretty well." 
He reads, watches 
television, daydreams and 
enjoys the hospital feed. 
"I wouldn't want to dine 
here for the rest of my life,. 
but it's bettor than airline 
food," he said. 
For Margaret StuPatrick, 
24, who broke both ankles 
and a heel in the crash, 
progress means tottering 25 
metres acress a hespitel 
ward. 
"I'm getting a bit of cabin 
fever but it hasn't been too 
bad," she said. 'Tve always 
been an active person-- 
tennis and camping and 
ernss.counlry skiing--and I 
expect to go back to it all." 
Leonard Kennedy, 47, also 
broke his spine in the crash. 
Despite creating health and 
money worries, the mishap 
has had at least one positive 
effect. 
It has made him and his 
wife "very much aware of 
how much we prize our 
relationship and the good 
things life has to offer." 
"A lot of things we thought 
were~v imp~.N;a n t~;se e r~.*, 
secondary now." 
Safeway, brewery 
strikes settled 
WINNIPEG (CP) -- 
Tentative agreement was 
reached Wednesday on a 
new agreement to end a 
strike affecting Canada 
Safeway Ltd. stores, in Mani- 
teba. In another dispute, 
workers voted to end a 
strike-lookout that has 
para lysed  Mani toba 
breweries. 
No details were disclosed 
ou terms of settlement for 
either dispute, both of which 
began June 5. 
Winnipeg employees 
among the 2,000 members of 
the Retail Stere Employees 
Union (RSEU) were to 
consider the proposed 
agreement at a meeting 
tonight. Meetings for out-of- 
town members are expected 
within 24 hours. 
Jim WiUuk, Safeway staff 
negotiator, said agreement 
in principle with .RSEU of- 
ficials came after a 
marathon  barga in ing  
sesslou. He said no more 
Safewey stores would be re- 
opened, until results of the 
union ratification vote are 
known. 
The company has 
reopened about 20 of its 30 
Winnipeg stores as well as 
several elsewhere in 
Manitoba, and the fate of 
RSEU members who re- 
turned to work became an 
issue in the dispute, with 
Safeway seeking asanrance~ 
they would not be disciplined 
by the union. 
SEEK HIGHER WAGES 
The RSEU had asked for 
wage increases of about 20 
per cent during a two-year 
contract, and the company 
hod responded with an offer 
of about 1~. per cent. 
Other union demands 
included increased sick 
leave and vacation benefits 
for the 70 par cent of its 
members who work part. 
time, and narrowing the 
wage gap between female 
cashiers and shelf stnckers, 
traditionally a male Job. 
Wages for store clerks 
vary from $8.40 and hour to 
$7.01 an hour. 
Meanwhile, n..ngotlatlons to 
set t le  s t rzge- lockout  
situations at Safeway's 
Lucome Foods Ltd. and 
Empress Foods Ltd. 
operations are expected to 
resume this weekend. 
The declsion~to end the 
brewery str ike-lockout, 
which has halted the 
production and distribution. 
of Manitoba beer, was the 
result of a local.wide vote by 
members of the United 
Brewery and Soft Drink 
Workers Union. 
Earlier, in separate votes 
conducted by units within the 
union local, the offer was re- 
jected by about 150 strikem 
at Labatt's Manitoba 
Brewery and over- 
whelmingly accepted by 325 
members of the union locked 
out at Molson Brewery 
Manitoba Ltd., Car l ing  
O'Keele of Canada Ltd., and 
Associated Beer 
Distributors. 
Russell Smyrichinsky, unit 
chairman for union mem- 
bers employed by Labatt's, 
said five of six members of 
the unit bargaining com- 
mittee resigned after the 
vote. 
Harold Loster, vice- 
chairman of the committee, 
said Labatt's workers have 
to go along with the majority 
decision because they now 
are members of the same 
union local. But he said the 
~abatt's workers may form 
their own local wtttnn the na 
tional union. 
The central issue in the 
dispute was an attempt by. 
the breweries to have 
negotlaUons conducted on an 
industry-wide basis. The 
union wanted to stick to 
previous practice, with vari- 
ous units within the local 
bargaining separately. 
Mesw,vhile, negotiations 
are at a standstill in a strike 
that hit the building industry 
in Manitoba May 1, although 
carpenters have been 
holding membersh ip  
meetings on a contract offer. 
The dispute involves such 
building trades as plumbers, 
pipefitters and sheet metal 
workers. 
Baked Beans were mentioned for the first time in 
Mrs. S, M. Child's "The Frugal Housewife" in 1829. 
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Jcsspl~ne Savard of East Bulkely in..T~"mcg...wasothe 
• " ~ c /a  20-inch ~myo cdour television at me nee 
draw at the recentlyopened ~ Furniture Store 
in Terrace. 
Queen begins sunny 12-day visit 
ST. JOHN'S, Nfld. CP - 
Queen Elizabeth stepped 
from a Canadian Forces 
Boeing 707 exactly on 
schedule in bright sunshine 
a~d~gusty winds-Wedbe'sday .:: 
to begin a 12 day visit to 
Canada. 
The Queen, who sent a 
message of good wishes to 
two British balloonists her 
plane passed ever the 
Atl~mtic, was accompanied 
by Prince Philip and two of 
their sons, Prince Andrew, 
18, and Prince Edward, 14. 
The royal party was 
greeted by Gov. Gen. Jules 
Lager and MME. Lager; 
External Affairs Minister 
Don Jamieson" representing 
Prime Minister Trudeau; Lt. 
Gev Gordon A. Winter of 
Newfoundland and his wife; 
and Premier and Mrs. Frank 
Moores. 
The Queen moved down 
the reception line and in- 
spected a guard of honour 
from the Royal Newfoun- 
dinnd Regiment as a royal 
salute of 21 guns was fired by 
the 56th Field Regiment of 
the Royal Canadian 
Engine,s. ~/: ~. 
Several hdi~dred" persons 
at the airport' cheered as the 
Queen steliped from the 
aireraft and moved away in 
a limousine. 
Hundreds more lined the 
route her motorcade 
followed to Government 
ltouse, • residence of the 
lieutenant governor, where 
she is to spend two nights 
before . leaving, Friday 
morning for a brief visit to 
western Newfoundland en 
route to Regina. 
The Queen wore a pleated 
skirt and wool jacket of blue 
and white checks. Her white 
silk hat had a band of the 
checked wool as trimming. 
CYCLISTS FOLLOW 
About two dozen 
youngsters on bicycles 
formed an unofficial escort 
to the slow moving moter- 
cede. 
Outside a senior citizezm 
home, people in wheelchairs 
waved Union Jacks as ~e 
Queen passed and one 
woman burst into a loud 
soprano rendition of God 
Save the Queen, 
It is the Queen's first trip 
to Newfoundland since 1959. 
About 160 kilemetres east 
of St. John's, the Queen's 
plane passed above aballoon 
carrying Don Cameron and 
• Christopher Davey, two 
Britons attempting tobe the 
first to cross the Atlantic in 
such a craft. 
The two left St. John's 
Wednesday morning. 
TheQuocn's message, sent 
by the plane's radio to the 
balloonists, said: "We will 
do our best to make the 
record." 
SPEAKS AT DINNER 
The Queen will deliver a 
public address at a federal 
provincial state dinner 
with the Governor General, 
flies to Deer Lake, 48 
kilometres east of Corner 
Brook. From Deer Lake they 
travel by car to Corner 
Brook for a civic luncheon an 
entertainment program and 
depart in the' late afternoon 
ft~om Stephenville, 96 
kilometres southwest of 
Comer Brook. 
Prince Edward, 14, is on a 
private visit to the province 
and none of his activities are 
open to the public. 
Prince Andrev, !~ to rejoin 
the family Aug. 3 at t~ qtart 
of the Commonwealth 
Games in Edmonton. 
The only event scheduled 
Wednesday fter the Queen's 
arrival at Government 
House was a private media 
reception. 
Production m the domestic 
economy turned broadly 
downward during May, as 
the key indicator, real do- 
mestic product, declined 
twotenthe of one per cent 
from April levels, Statistics 
Canada said Wednesday. 
Both goods-producing and 
service industries recorded 
output declines, indicating 
slack in the economy. The 
index • of industrial 
production, .which measures 
performance- by industrial 
companies that account for 
about 30 per cent of domestic 
output, fell by eight.testba of 
• due per cent from April. 
• The poor performance in 
May follows a similarly 
weak first quarter during 
which total production i  the 
economy grew at an annual 
real rate of only,2.9 per cent. 
• A five-per-cent growth rate 
is considered the minimum 
necessary to prevent 
unemployment from rising. 
Among goods-produclng 
C4 mpanies in May, 
ai riculture, fishing, mining, 
n mufaeturtng and utilities 
all had lower output han in 
April. Only forestry and 
construction companies had 
increased production. 
In agriculture, lower dairy 
and poultry production was 
evident. A further cutback in 
accounted l,)r the decline ~n 
mining. 
In non-durables manufac- 
turing, production was lower 
for foods and beverages, 
tobacco products, chemicals 
and refined petroleum 
products. There wa9 in- 
creased output from iron and 
eteel mills and from makers 
of meter vehicle parts, but 
the manufacture d major 
applinn~s fell sharply. 
WEAK DEMAND 
Utilities compunim' output 
fell for a third successive 
month, reflecting continuing 
weak demand for electric 
power and natural gas. 
The M~V decline in output 
among service industries 
was primarily attributable 
in trampartatlon, storage 
and communicat ions  
companies. Their output fell 
by elght-teailm of one per 
cent from April. 
Trade, finance, insurance 
and real estate and public 
adminintratian d dofence 
industries were relatively 
unchanged from a month 
earlier. But lower volumes of 
grain, coal and motor 
vehicles transported af-" 
footed the rail transport 
industry. 
• / 
Northwest College invites applications for temporary 
teaching positions for coorses as follows: 
BTSD in Moricetown, Port Simpson 
and Princa Rupert 
BEST in Moricetown 
EOW in Kitimat and Hazelton 
Applicants for each position should have specific 
training in the course area and should have con- 
siderable experience in dealing with adults. Persons 
having previous teaching experience will be given 
preforenceand a B.C. teaching certificate is desirable. 
Appointment Date: Variable after 09.1Sdeponding on 
" course applied for. 
tonight. | Salary: According to Northwest Colloge 
On Friday the royal party, ! vocational instructor scnle 
with the excep!ion af Prince . . . .  , ~POn~. ln~'~k~'~,qtmllflGM.~S'~nd 
An~dre~, 'who .wen.t. ~o.n '~  ; ';~' . . . .  '=/.' :" ... 9,x.l~rs/~L'o. f~dar'~ ran~ ba91it! 
otiav/a late~./W~.dn~sd~,y " at" SIs06 per mOl0h .... : ".., ' .  .' 
Markets not affected 
by Swift packers strike 
TORONTO (CP) - -  Major The strike by 2,000 in food stores because some Marshall said his steres 
supermarket chains and members of the Canadian items, such as nannedmeat are experiencing a slight 
consumers have not been Food and Allied Workers products, have a long shelf problem in getting enough of 
affected significantly by a union seeking higher wages life and might have been some items, but all products 
six-week strike at Swift and improved fringe beneflts stockpiled, were still available as of 
Canada Co. and a lockout by .and pensions has closed Fred Marshall, assistant Wednesday. 
Canada Packers Ltd. plants Swift meat-packing plants in generalsales manager of the A spokesman for Burns 
in Toronto trod elsewhere in Toronto, Winnipeg, Ed- ' Oshawa Group Ltd., which Meats Ltd. said his firm was 
Canada. monton, Lethbridge, Alts., operates Food City and some busier than usual. However, 
Spokesmen for • some and Vancouver. IGA food steres, also said he said Burns wasnot aking 
major food stere chains in About 4,000 Canada other meat processing on any new customers and 
Toronto said Wednesday Paekers employeesatplants companies are filling the was merely filling larger 
there is no shortage of in these cities were locked breech left by the strike, orders for old customers. 
processed meats on shelves out by the company. Swift ' - FOR PRIVATE USE OR BUSINE~ 
or cold meat sections yet andCanada Packershad had A UTOVEST 
beeanse they have increased agreed to sb~Jh action ff a Bofore you buy, lnvestlgstetheadvantageeofthlsrmt- 
their orders to other sup- strike occurred at either • to.own plan. All monies paid apply to purchase. Why 
pliers, eompat~v, tie op.your cash or hermwin9 power. 1st and last 
Chester Wilcox, corporate However, Canada Packers months rent and drive sway. 
meat manager for Dominion workers in plants in Red 
Stores Ltd., said his stores Deer, Alia., and Calgary, EXAMPLES 
have run out of Swift Moose Jaw, Sash., Hull, 6ased  on ~ month lease 
products and are running Que., Montreal, Saint John, ' ' ' Econoline 78 C 10o CMv pu low on Canada Packers N.B., and Chorlottetewn-- 7S F 250 pickup 78 vlan 
goods but ousteme~ have where there are no.Swift S141.00 per month S135.00 per month $119.00 per monfli 
switched to other nranas plants--have stayed on the lease end price lease end price lense end price 
without complaint, job. $1,17S,00 S1,975.00 SlA/S.00 . 
Norm Riddell, vice- Stan Medland, Swift's 78~ s implYcamarereturnHT or711 simplyzephyr retUrnsedan OrTs Dnd0esimplYvanreturn 
president ofmeat operations director of industrial 
at Loblsws Ltd., echoed relations, said his company S!3~.o0 per month $124.00per month SlI~.00 per month 
these comments, but has not delivered any of its lease end price lease end price lease and price 
predicted shortages of wie- meat products since the SL02s.o0 SI,I:s.0o el,ITs.on 
nora, back bacon and cold strike began. He said he did .or simply return or simply return or simply return 
meats ff the strike continues not know whether Swift ' . . . . . . . .  711 Fiesta 3 dr. 711 FIe0 4 x 4 7S Olds Cutlass 
for two more weeks, products.w~ere still available S00,00 per month Sl55.o0 par month Sl~.Oo per month 
lease end price leasa end price lease end price 
$1400.00 $2,275.00 , $2,025.00 
for simply return m" simply return I ~ simply return 
FOR FURTHER INFORMATION 
CALL LARRY HAYES-  RICHARDS 
COLLECT 987-71 I! 
rj E LMONT LEASI NG LTD. 
1160 MARINE DRIVE 
N "'ANCOI?VER, B.C.D.00479A 
Further Information may be oMalned from Mr. R. 
Sullivan at 43$4$11. 
Applications should be mailed before 1978.08.11 to: 
The Principal 
Northwest Community College 
Box 725 
Terrace, B.C. 
Invitation to Tender 
B.C. Housing Management Commission 
Marlposa Gardens 
Roof Replacement 
Phase 3 
Prince Rupert, B.C. 
Sealed tenders marked 'Fender  for B.C. 
Housing Management  Commission, 
Mariposa Gardens, Roof Replacement, 
Phase 3 ,  Prince Rupert, B.C." will be 
received at the office of Associated 
Engineering Services Ltd., 1661 West 8th 
Avenue, Vancouver, B.C. VGJ IVI, up to 
2:00 pm local time, August 11, 1978. 
The work involves the  removal of 
existing roofing and the construction of new 
roofs on two 4-unit row house and a small 
apartment block. 
Contract Documents may be examined at 
the Vancouver office of AV_,SL and also in 
Vancouver at the Amalgamated Con- 
strucUon Association of B.C., in Burrmby at 
the Construction Plan Services, and  in  
Prince Rupert at the Prince Rupert Con- 
struction Association. 
contract Documents will beavai lable for 
pickup by interested general contractors at  
the offices of Associated Engineering 
Services Ltd., 1661 West 8th Avenue, 
Vancouver, B.C. VGJ IV1, or British 
Co lumbia  Housing Management  Com- 
mission, No.15-S42-3rd Ave. West, Prince 
Rupert, B.C., on or af ter Ju ly  31, 1978 upon 
deposit of,:$25.00 per set. 
T'enders must be accompanied by the 
specified Bid Bond payable to B.C. Housing 
Management Commission. 
The lowest or any tender will not 
necessarily be accepted.' 
P.A. Moon 
Regional Maintenance Coordinator 
B.C. Housing Management Commission 
6915 Bullet Avenue 
BURNABY, B.C. 
V5J 581 
ASSOCIATED 
ENGINEERING 
SERVICES LTD 
i 
! 
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Job opportunities 2,4,D going into lakes-province wins fight 
VICTORIA (CP) - -  The said a ruling by the pesticide However, the board also Supreme Court. Pentlcton and the north end nee(mary safety 
control appebl board means said that if the weed problem AREAS LISTED of Sksha Lake near Pen- precautions to avoid 
..Further details on the' 
following Jobs are to be 
obtained by calling the 
Terrace office of the Canada 
Employment • Centre at 43S. 
7134. 
Millwright - IWA rate. 
Terrace. Permanent full 
time. General duties in local: 
mill - shift work involved, 
F l ie rs -  I,W.A. rate. 
Terrace. Permanmt full 
time. C~meral dutiesin local 
mill. Must hove saw HI or 
saw fitter experience. 
Auto Body Repairmnn - $4,00 
hr. Terrace. Prefer jour. 
neyman. Experience in 
metal and light collision 
repair. 
Walter.Waitress - $3100 hr. 
Terrace. Must he mature 
and responsible. 
Manager-Suprv. - Stereo 
Dept. DOE. Permanent full 
time. Must have retail sales 
experience knowledgable 
about stereo equipment. 
Musthavngoed 
• management sldlis. 
Clerical Assldant - ~5.23 hr. 
Terrace. 50 wlPm typing,. 
filing, photocopying, minute- 
salting, mail, shorthand dicta 
preforrud. Typing teet o be 
given. 
Carpenter - TBA. Terrace. 
Man. 1 year experience 
r~qhu~. Must have own 
Plumber - $12.00 hr. 
Terrace. Must be fully 
experienced. Must have own 
traesportation. 
Carpenters- DOE unlea 
wage. Dawson Creek. No 
accommodation supplied. 
Grader Operator - 
Negotiable. Must have 
logging and road building 
construction experience. 
Plumber - Union wage. 
Kamiuepa. Must be jour- 
neyman or experience. 
Cook - ~3.00 hr. Terrace. 
Shift work. Cook pizza's, 
steaks, etc, 
Cook - ~3.00 hour. Terrace. 
Cooking and some clean-up. 
Shift work, 
Baker - M.00 per hour to 
start. Terrace. Permaneut 
t ime.  Must have ex- 
ris~ce, 
Housekeeper - ;3.50 hr, 
Terrace. Housecleaning 
dat/es. Prepare supper. 
Pizza Cook - ;335 hr. 
Terrace. Must have some 
work experience. Prepare 
pizzas, pasta, baked 
spareribs. Uniforms sup- 
pUecL 
Walter-Waitress - ~.50 hr. 
Terrace. Man, 19 years. 
Able to handle cash. Ex- 
perishes not essential. 
Computer Operator - M]50- 
$1200 me. DOE. Terrace. 
Permanent fullttme. Must 
be experienced on IBM 
System 32 - Must be IBM 
trained. Operate 3741 
Keypunch, 
Advertklng 8ai~pek'oon - 
Negotiable. Terrace. Must 
be fully experienced. Must 
have own transportation. 
Must be able to work in- 
dapeudently. 
Cocktail Waitress - $4.35 hr. 
DOE. Must be 19, mature 
and reliable. 
Cmmtruetlou Lairs" - $4,50 
hr, Terrace. Own transport 
and asee, Some building 
experience preferred. 
Shor~ Order Cook - DOE. 
T/~'race. Pormaneut full- 
fiNe job. Expeieuce 
preferred but will train. 
Must hove own tran- 
sporiaticm, 
General Office Clerk- 
Bookkeeping - ~410 -
month. Terrace. Per. 
manent parttime. Accurate 
typing. Bookkeeping 
payroll, filing, reception. 
Expe~ience required. 
Assodato Dental Surgeon - 
EXecutive Secretary - $1,000 Fee for Service. Must have 
moGth,_ T~race .  ~ ing  60 rain. of 3 years e~perimce as
~.Ot l l~ , ' " .~ . i !~g,  .duutul surgeon with B.C, 
!reports, exp W~IZ~ C. " R~istered Nurse - $1124 
Apprentice Baker -'~3_50-~. 
Port McNeil. 2 mo. 
probation period. No ex- 
perience necessary. 
Draftsperson - DOE. 
Terrace, Must have some 
experience as a dreftopersm 
for a legal survey and 
engineering practice. 
Stai lm~y Engineer. $1,40o 
+. Terrace, 4th class 
engh~er. Must have ticket 
(4th) 
Malutesance Man- DOE. 
Terrace. Must have good 
mechanical knowledge an d 
good w~ kn~led.g..e 
carpent ry ,  plumolng~ 
electrical wiring etc. 
Instructors- M~.00 hour, 
Tun'ace. Instructors for 
specific topics in home skills 
(include handyman) Arts & 
Crafts, Academic, 
Vocational, General interest 
and ueif help. 
Housekeeper - $4.00 hr; 
Terrace. Must have 
references includes general 
housekeeping duties. 
General Office Clerk - $7,03 
hr. Terrace. General 
clerical. Must be self 
motivated and able to deal 
with people. 
Janitorial 8upervisur - $4.50 
hr, Terrace, Must have 
valid drivers licence and 
sueprvisory ability. 
Jan i to r ia l ,  exper ienc(  
preferred, Will be working 
supervisor, 
Walter.Waitress - ;3.03 hour. 
Terrace. Shift work, 
Responsible for billing and 
cash register. 
Waitress- ~3.50 DOE. Shift 
work. Experience 
eferred. Must be able to 
81 with cubiic. 
month. Terrace. Care of 
patients in ICU maiutesence 
of equipment. Responsible 
to bead nurse. Shift work 8 
percent VP .  Room and 
V~rd provided at cost, 
Teletype Operator - ;806 
mueth. Terrace, Must have 
grade 12 and 50 wpm typing. 
988 Loader Operator - IWA 
rates. Prince Rupert. Camp 
Job, experienced only. 
Rigging 8linger - IWA rates. 
Prince Rupert. Camp job, 
Experience only. 
cocktail Waitress - ~.50 
hour. Terrace, Must be 19 
and experience preferred. 
Will train if necessary. 
Stenographer - ~9,170 year. 
Terrace. Must have dic- 
taphone and 40 wpm ac- 
curate typing. 
Head Cook - ~5.00 per hour, 
Terrace. Permanent full 
time. Must be fully ex- 
perienced and familiar with 
food costing, staff super- 
vision. References required, 
Street Couneelior ' $138 
week. Terrace. Hrs. flexible 
must be able to com- 
municate with young people. 
Air Track DflHers - $125 a 
day, Stewart. Temporary. 
Room and Board included. 
Rereptlenlst- ;331 month, 
Terrace, General recep. 
ttonist duties. 
Air Truck Driller - $9,50 hr. 
included R&B. Temporary 
camp Job. Terrace. 
Cut Swamper - IWA rates. 
Terrace. Camp job. Must be 
expe~encud. 
E&NRail service 
extends days 
VICTORIA (CP)- when the service will revert 
Passenger service on the to its Monday to Saturday 
Esqulmalt and manninG schedule, ~ 
Railway between here and He said, however, that if 
Courtesay will be extended 
' to uevon days a week thereis enough demand, the 
new schedule could remain 
beginning August 6, a 
spekesmanfer CP RaG said ineffectmtillaferinthefail, 
Wednesday. Meanwhile, a second 
The spokesman said the passenger dayliner is 
seven day service is being scheduled to start on the run 
~on an experimental ~sis  on Friday, adding 89 seats to 
and is sclieduled to ter- the pr~,ent 71 passenger 
ininate on September 1, eapacltY~ 
i 
provincial government has 
won the latest round in its the government got what it is brought under control in The five permits meantbe ticton, unreasonable damage to 
flghtwith environmentalists wanted, the next wo years, useof2,4- ministry can app ly  the The gevenunout has six man or the environment. 
The appeal board will hear over use of 2,4-D in the The bpard ruled today that D must stop within five controversial herbicide to other approved lzmnits on 18 new permit apl~lcatiom 
Okanagan lakes system, an the government could go years, which it has be~z acting next Monday in Penticto~ 
environment ministry ahead with five permits to Tuebeardhadgrantedthe Kalamalka Lake near Vernon, two areas of recently. 
spokesman said today, apply 2,4-D to combat five pez~mi_ talast month, but Okanagan Lake near the ' Philllim said the minktry Six of the In'miss are bring 
Steve Phillips, research Eurasian water miifoil up that ruling was overturned Kclewnaforeshore, thescuth is likely to begin soma sppesled by an F,n-thadSClm-flflc 
officer with the ministry, until Sept, 30, by the British Colombia end of Okasagan Lake near herbicide applications under Pollution 
• the new permits sometime vtronmeutul Control Society 
Gov't may control religious cults '""" applications near Kelewsa challenged by the Weateoxst are not likely to take place E ~ t s l  Law 
VANCOUVER (CP) - weekoud by Ted Patrick, of this right, Wennmn in dollars for a deprogram- until after the tourist seuson. Aseociat/on. 
Progressive. Conservative San Diego, Calif., who said an interview. . mar." In making its ruling, the 
MPBobWenmeneaysthatff he wes a professional "I think that here are a lot NOT FAMILIAR beard stoted that while it ,, 
religious cults which "use deprogrammer, of young people being used Wenman stressed that he recognizes the ~-,4D, like any 
and abuse" young people Wenmun said Mouday he and abused, young people was not passing Judgment other chemical, may save A woodchuck is so-called 
continue to gcow, thefederal is investigating religious who are searching, I think one way or another on the potential harmful effects, from his American India 
government may have to cultseuddepregrammersto parents have the right to  Hare Krishna sect or on theprovince is taking the nsme: we/ak. 
step in to eusure that parents see ff the cults, or the contact them," he said. Patrick, beeuase he is not 
"The counterbalances familiar with their practkes. have the right to influonce deprogrammers ,  a re  
children involved in the vielating individual and aren't in place with these "l think there are 
groups, parental rights, cults, l'm in favor of thousands of groups ,,flint 
A 19 year old Vancouver All parenls hould have the deprogrammers presenting practise mind bending, he 
man, involved with the Hare right to access to their alternatives, I think it's said. 'Those groups have 
. Krishna group; was returned children, even if it takes a unfortunate that parents bad an open path way - the Northwest College requires am Indromr to hmch a 
to his perento on the dsprogrammer to guarantee have to pay thousands of young, the disillusioned. Dieml Engine MKhanic caurm M tim Twra~ Com. 
While he said eH sorti 0( pos. CP, Indians agree groups practise "mind on he "too , -teut, OmiES 
it occurs within the general 
community, where checks To teach all phases of diesel engine operotlen, main- 
Cranbrook land issue In many cults, however, vision Of the classroom and shop fsdllties assigned to 
rite mind bendi~ occurs in the caurse;otherdutlNthet may ha fremflmetotlm o 
"CRANBROOK, 'B.C. (CF) ix'Inclplewith e St. Mary's" He said the balance wil l  seclusion, without the assigned. 
-- CP Rail and the federal Indian hand on 'land com- not be purchased fight away community's checks and 
Indian affairs dupnrtment peneatton in southeastern but rather acquired aria balances, and thus com- QUALIFICATIONS 
have reached agreement in British Colombia. distributed as hand land is mitments are made art"semi 
• Tbe agreement is designed eroded and new land is free wtll,"Wenmansaid, gredustlen or 
to meet the band's demands required. He said the government 6fade. I1 equivalent; Heavy Outy 
,~  . . . .p r . .~ .  for2,.8ooaeruoflanditsays He said an inliiaf ]and couldn't guarantee parental MeebaniesTQorequlvalent;Severelyanrsexperleece 
may ultimately be lost to bank of about 500 acres may access to people of legal in the diossl eagles field with sqme sqxrvisory ex. 
adult ~go, and could only perlmee; expwiance In working with ndoHs. 
er~ion because of diversion be purchaned and used for  step in if an adult was 
k~L  U y ~ ' U  m'~l~" of the SL Mery's river by CP immediate compensatiou. APPOINTMENT DATE 
Rail to accommodate a rail The exact location of the held against his er her wm. 
line. land offered.~ as com- "I don't want to be This is a short twm appolntmlm! from 11~1-~.05 to 
B.c. - Bob F.  un, a pemaUoniso.de s in *-d rm -" in favor og freedom of ahMce," wTt.0'J.oL 
today the npokasmun in Vancouver, be worked out. 
ministry of transport has said today the railway will Band lawyer Eugene seldWenman. "Ithlnkthore SALARY 
begun an investigotien i to band over 334 acres to the Kwen said in a telephone should be two sides to every 
the cash Tuesday of a band, representing the total inter¢~v from Vancouver story, in favor of the parents' ide for people unde~ 19," According to Norlhwest college Vocetiosal IflMructor' 
single-engine aircraft 16 land which has been eroded today that the hand lifted a scala depending on qualifications. 
kilometresnortheantofbere or floodad to date. barrier qn the CP Rail line as Wsamen said .h~ has 
in which four Vancouver- The agreement with In- an act of faith in the receivednumeronsinqulries Further inlormatlco may be oMelned from MR. R.P. 
area residents died. dtan affairs involves the ngreemenL from parents whose children Kilborn at 6354511. 
Police said the plane, handling of the ap. The band had set up the have joined or have boon 
carrying three men and a proximately 2,$50 acres barrier to protest delays in thinking of Joining religious. 
woman, smashed into a remaining, reachingagreemeutwiththa cults asking what legaJ Send application before 1t78.M.11tot 
wooded area at Manhinter "Of that balance there is railway on land com- recourse they have, 
Creek minutes after it took now agreement ' between pensation In some cases, people are , The Principal 
off from the Squamish CPR and the department of K~van said that ff the so mixed up and troubled Northwest Community Collepa 
airport, 75 kilometres north Indian affairs to share 50-50 agreement is not am- that the cults introduce PO Box 726 
of Vancouver. in compensation for that plemented the bpzd will put stability into their lives, and T~'race, B.C. 
A 'search and rescue amount," said F~n.  the barrier up agoin, have a beneficial influence, VIG 4~ 
he said. 
spokesman said the downed 
aircraft was spatted by the 
crew of a forest service 
water bomber which had . . . . .  
been called in to investigate ; ~ ~J  * ~ 
the forest fire caused when ~ ~ m m ~ '  :~ " "' " :  ~r: . . . . .  " ' "  " ;  ' [ " '  " * "~*  "~:  . . . . .  ' "  '~e  ' / '  ~'~ 
~e downed plane burst into 
flames. 
The npekasman said 
although the aircraft had 
been identified, no flight 
plane had been filed end its 
sUnation was not known. 
Names of the victims were. : ' i : ' .  • . 
"--BC EU C.anadian Citizenship 
denies 
rollback ]IS re d to vote 
VICTORIA (~I ~) - -  A top 
official of the British in Federal Elections Co lumbia  Government  Employees Union denied 
today that the union feels the 
government is trying to roll • 
back the wages of 2,000 
em~argl°yees' 
Arthur, ad- 
ministrative assistant to The Canada Elections Act of 1970 provides that every man and woman who 
BCGEU general secretary has attained the age of 18 years and is a Canadian citizen qualifies as an elector 
John Fryer, said earlier 
~br~wingrts that a dispute was and is therefore able to vote in federal by-elections and general elections. 
are entirely uu- 
fo-nda~ The Act also provided that British subjects who were not Canadian citizens but 
"The matter is not in dis- 
~.te,"she.id, who qualified as electors at the time of the 1968 general election could continue 
"Discussions are being to vote in federal elections for a period of five years following the coming into 
conducted with the employer 
but there are no maJor effect of the new Canada Elections Act on June 26,1970. 
problems and there is every 
expectation that the matter 
be eaulved Accord ing ly ,  s ince  June  26,  1975 Canad ian  c i t i zens  
She declined further 
comment on the matter, have  had  the r ight  to vote  in federal  e lect ions.  
Arthur made her 
statements in light of an item 
two months ago in an issue of You do not need to produce proof of Canadian Citizenship either at the time of 
a news le t ter  to BCGEU 
L41eal 1201 stat l l~ that the enumeration Or at the polls. However, if challenged at the polls, you may be asked 
government, by reclas- to swear that you are a Canadian citizen before voting. 
sifying Jobs, was seeking to 
reduce the wages of office 
assistants. The article in the • .... 
newsletter was signed by 
local chairman Ran 
aches. I f  you wish to apply for Canadian citizenship or if you have any doubts 
STATES OBJECTION about your status as a Canadian cttzzen, please contact. 
The article stated that 
• "the office assistant series 
appears to be our employer's The Cot, rt of Canadian Citizenship nearest you There are Courts of Canadian Citizenship 
attempt to roll back wages listed under "Government of  Canada"  in the located in 28 major centres across Canada. 
| won at the bargaining table white pages of your telephone directory, as' Citizenship officers, provincial or county courts, 
by manipulating the follows: and specially appointed individuals provide 
classification process . . . C i t izenship Inquir ies,  o r  citizenship services in many other areas. You will 
some aspects are not yet Court  of  Canad ian  Cit izenship, or  be referred to the most convenient location. 
clear but the more we learn 
about his series, the worse it Secretary  of  State. THE GRANTING OF CANADIAN 
looks." OR-  You may wish to write directly to: C IT IZENSHIP  TAKES AN AVERAGE OF 
Arthur said the union Registrar of Canadian Citizenship, THREE MONTHS FROM THE DATE OF 
doesn't share Richings' Department of' the Set'l~tary of State, APPLICATION. 
~ iulon, and she can't un- Ottawa, Ontario, K1A 0M5 retand how the matter 
flared up in the first place. • 
Government spokesmen 
said earlier there is no 
dispute as far as they are This i,f~Jrnlaticm isprovided as a put)lit, service and issued jointly" by 
involved, t he Chief Elect oral O~cer and t he Registrar of Canadian Citizenship, 
John Mochrie, director o~ I)e[mrtment of theSecretary of State. . .~ .  
personnel policy for the 
Government Employees i ,,A,E,. 
Relations Bureau, said there SE('RH'I'AIAY OV S'I'A'rI.: CHIEF EI,Eg'TOXAI, OvFIL'ER 
will he no salary reductions ...... 
under the changes. 
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EDITORIAL 
Friend In Need 
Part (2) 
Further to yesterday's editorial. We men- 
tioned that persons in need-  in this case tran- 
s ients urgent ly  seeking temporary ac- 
commodation on an emergency basis - are 
referred, after hours, to the RCMP who, after 
determining whether it falls withins the terms of 
reference for assistance by the Department of 
Human Resources,  issue overnight ac- 
commodation and three meal tickets. 
Several reports and instances that have 
reached us indicate this practice has definite 
drawbacks. 
One such report we received came from an 
elected public official who told us of four 
referrals made: 
The first needed overnight accommodation 
because he was on his'way through to Burns 
Lake, where he was pretty sure of getting a job. 
He was refused help on the grounds that this put 
him in the "employed" category, and assistance 
was only to unemployed. 
A second referraf  was denied because the 
young man was on his way to another town to 
look for work. This meant he was not looking for 
work in Terrace, and assistance was only 
available to these looking for work here. 
A third person seeking overnigh_t assistance 
was asked where he had spent the previous 
night. When he said he had spent it sleeping in 
the back of a car whose owner had picked him 
up, hitchhiking, and let bim sleep he was turned 
down because this meant he had already spent 
one night in Terrace, and  had received 
assistance for one night already. The fourth -- 
Such stories sound apocryphal. In the above 
instance they emanate from a responsible source 
which, to date, we have had no reason to 
question. 
On Tuesday night a meeting was held at the 
" Kermode Friendship Centre attended by over 
thirty representative people of the area, to 
acquaint he community with the purpose and 
aims of CASNP - the B.C. Northern chapter of 
the Canadian Association in Support of Native 
Peoples. At that meeting the crisis situation in 
the matter of emergency shelter for distressed 
parsons and transients was briefly raised. Mrs. 
Vi Gellonbeck told of having to put up people in 
the Friendship Centre - which has no sleeping 
accommodations - because they were unable to 
obtain assistance lsewhere. 
Mrs. Gellonbeck was emphatic in her views on 
the cut-backs in aid to distressed persons in 
emergency situations ince the Department of 
Human Resounds,came u~der the le.ade~hip of
Bill Vander Zat/if" : :': ;/':~-;~ = :':P~; :1 "~ 
• s . .  ~ . ,  " ~;~P~::~ ~::~ ~ : i ~ ~ ~'.~'~,~ ' , '  ~ i ' 
She said she had heard of instances where 
emergency applicants had not only been refused 
help but had also suffered humiliation at the 
h,"nds of local authorities when they sought it. 
In defense of the RC'MP we feel constrained to 
make this point" Unquestionably, the RCMP did 
not go looking for the job of administering food 
and lodging assistance during the hours when the 
Department of Human Resources is closed - 
which includes weekends when the traffic is 
usually the heaviest. 
The RCMP's main function is to "Maintain the 
Right" and uphold the law - not to be a relief, 
church, hu.n~i~P.2rian or charitable institution. 
To the unfortunates, in need of emergency 
assistance, to have to appeal to the RCMP for a 
"handout" in the form of temporary ac- 
commodation and food can be a frightening 
thing. To the RCMP, who are used to dealing 
with drunks, drugs, speeders, thieves, rapists 
and all typos of criminals, another face at the 
window can appear to be "just another bum" or 
"hippie" or "rip-off artist". For that person to 
have to take his place in line, in the hall, and wait 
his (her) turn with the "criminals" does not 
seem to be the best arrangement. 
To us it would appear there is no reason under 
the sun why the Department of Human 
Resources could not maintain one social worker, 
in an office, available on a 24 hour basis, for this 
very purpose. If it is a matter of expense, I am 
sure financing for it could be found in the com- 
munity from the many churches, clubs, fraternal 
organizations, volunteer agencies, Native 
groups and businessmen. In fact, the Editor, 
himself, would be quite willing to start with a 
~rsonal  donation and head up such assistance 
if properly called upon, and responsibly ad- 
ministered. 
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TTAWA OFFBEAT 
BY Riohard Jaehon 
Fall Budget 
Seems Likely 
!ttawa, - No statements are being made, nor 
.isiofis shaping up, hut the buzz in the upper 
Lches of the bureaucracy is that-a fall budget 
in the works. 
)arliament may be off - meaty  NOT enjoying 
~re-campaign-type holiday - but the govern- 
,nt is still very much on. 
~nd the first priority is to make the economy 
presentable as possible to the voters before 
ime Minister Trudeau calls them to the polls, 
;sibly in very late Autumn or early winter, but 
)re likely next Spring. 
['here is not really very much the government 
do to fix the economy beyond tinkering.. 
But a budget - even a fall mini-budget of the 
~pe that Finance Minister Jean Chrotien 
ought down last Autumn, and who remembers 
Jch about that - can give the appearance of 
:tting Things Done. _ 
~,t his period in the time-frame of the Trndcau 
ministration - with four years gone and the 
Lh and final coming up - appearances are 
neat everything. 
~'or this purpose, the budget - full-blown and 
;-time, or mini make-do - is indispensable. 
and three areas, of the economy requiring 
~ention present Mr. Chretien and the govern- 
mt with an unusual opportunity to give the 
~ential appearance of Being-Busy-About-The- 
:enemy. 
rhey are: 
• The inflationary shock that will come from 
return to former higher rates of provincial 
tail sales tax and an expected surge of wage 
tchup demands with the ending of controls 
• Further federal spending reductions through 
aitation of any new social service programs 
d a fighter rein on government staffing end 
yrolling. 
• The huge and soaring foreign exchange 
fieit due to Canadian tourist travel abroad 
rich reaches its seasonal peak in the Winter ' 
3nths. 
Many usually knowledgeable senior civil  
rvants consider the extension of the federal- 
t ,  ovincial sales tax deal almost a foregone 
Capt. James Cook and Friend conclusion. 
Because, unless the deal is extended, the Riverboat Days nd Oapt Oook return to the previous higher sales tax rates wi]] a ii jump the cost-of-living at the very time when 
other inflationary pressures - wage demands 
and the travel deficit - threaten tO he ¢~me;  
"In every situation he stood unrivalled and alone; Islands, ~' the Marqnesas, New Hebrides, New The fede2al gd~zm~nt  '~ ~#~d'~l tk~ 
on him all eyes were turned; he was oui- leading stai'; Caledonia;"~T0nga~: 'Tahiti/~and the Sandwich 
which, at itssetting; left us involved in darkness and (Hawaiian) ~Islands: .... . , ': . . . . .  provinces to sharply limit their ~' ,spendi i i8  ~0 
despair."(From a tribute to Captain James Cook by make re.imposition of the previous higher rates 
David Samwell, surgeon's mate !aboard the On his third voyage, Cook crossed from Hawaii, 
Resolution.) , sailed up the Oregon coast and put down anchor at of sales tax unnecessary. 
Captain James Cook has earned arenewed name as Friendly Cove in Nootka Sound on the Normwest But there are few signs that this is happening, 
one of the world's great maritime explorers and shores of what is now Vancouver Island, British and so the best the government can do is to  
renew the sales tax sawoff. navigators. Born in 1728 in Yorkshire, James Cook Columbia, Canada. While the Resolution was being 
signed with the Royal Navy in his late twenties, restored, he traded with the Nootlm people and That would be a crowd-pleaser among con- 
Sailing in the service of his King, he first sighted North carefully charted the surrounding area. Following the sumers. 
American shores 200 years ago when, as Master of the repairs to his.ship, Cook continued North, survey!ng ' A Fall budget would give the government the 
Pembroke, he made landfall at Quebec. During the the continent's rugged Pacific coastline. Voyaging opportunity, too, for the customary pro-election 
course of this journey, Cook charted a safe passange around the Aleutians and through the Bering Sea, he 
for all ships up the dangerous channel of the St. encou.ntered heavy ice pucks and was unable to paring of income taxes, especially the rates on 
Lawrence River. Later hecompleted xtensive charts proceed into the Arctic.Ocean. Once more he headed lower-bracket taxpayers. 
of the Newfoundland c~)ast, for Hawaii'. He was killedbynatives at Kealakekua What to do about he,ever-mounting Canadian 
foreign travel deficit is more difficult. Captain Cook's growing reputation as a navigator Bay on February 14, 1779. 
and cartographer won him the recognition of his naval Two hundred years later, the memory of the Frst But again it gives the government the chance 
and scientific peers andin 1768hewas given command European to set foot on the shores of what is now the to use a Fall budget to look good. 
of the Endeavour, as well as the honor of leading a province of British Columbia, still carries with it an The obvious - and  probably explosively an- 
joint expedition to the South Seas for the Royal Society historic legacy. For all men and women with seeking populvr -' solution to the travel deficit would be 
and the Royal Navy. ' minds andlonging hearts who go down to, the sea in the imposition of foreign exchange controls, with 
In all, three Pacific voyages took Captain Cook to ships, the name of Captain James Cook will live limits placed on funds that may he spent 
Australia, Jakarta. the Antarctic circle, Easter forever, vacationing abroad. 
The less drastic answer - and hints of it are 
gootenav Canal drifting in the political wind - is the raising of 
airport departure taxes, particularly for flights B.0, Hydro Reveals Plans ~ the sun spots of the Caribbean, F lor idaand 
HAWAIL 
First stage environmental protective measure would be with a mitigated iversion, assessment of water levels They would be unlikely to dissuade many fun- 
and engineering studies of used, and no threat would be These include, and temperature, aquatics in-the-sun vacationers, but they would help 
the potential Kootenay posed to human safety", the . Possible alleviation of and water quality in narrow the travel deficit gap. 
Diversion project have been engineers eport, present downstream Kootenay Lake. 
completed and are now being They estimate that about flooding problems which now p~, , ,~m A .m 
made public. 810 million kilowatt-hours of occur at Golden, Athalmer 
and Lower Fairmont at high l h ink  small by Jim Smith However B,C, Hydro will additional energy could be wat~r~ e not be in a position to decide generated annually for B.C. whether to seek government Hydro customers as a result " stabilization of the 
approval to proceed with a of diversion, though the levels of the Columbia and 
specific Kootenay diversion amount would be sub- Windermere lakes; NO T ime fo r  Trad i t iona l i s ts  ,e fo 0od,o 
project until ater the second stantlslly less under some of - The exposure of new 
stage studies are completed, the various diversion areas of agricultural land by • wages and taxes over the next 
Tbts means the earliest schemes studied, reduced flows along the Barney Damon, Ottawa's Unfortunately, they've been few years;their workeD will 
any decision could be made , Kootenay River and lm. Minister of Detente, is a largely ignored by the press expect better compensation 
to seek a water llcence for • The authors of the en- proved drainage of bright gUY who doesn't have and broadcasters. Danson -- as the countries acquire more 
sueha project would be late vironmental report- Enteeh agricultural land now much patience for the died- and alICanadians- deserves and more industry. 
1979 or some time in 1970. Environmental Consultants useeptibletoflocding, ma~ in.the-wool traditionalists better. Yes, Canada's future ~s 
The engineering Ltd. of Vaneou~,er - point out possible by the regulated 
assessment, prepared by that many of the severe flows under a diversion who want to run cvntempo- The 1970s have notbeen potentially bright. Howeve t,
Hydro's Electric Design impact--, identified inthe first scheme; rary Canada just as it opera- good ones for the Canadian it isn't enough to comp!a-. 
Division, states that the stage studies are not ex- -The possibility ci more tedatthetumofthecenlury, economy. We've lostmoney' ceatly fall baek on resources. 
diversion of the Kootenay pected to occur, land on the Columbia being That may explain why l)an- and jobs to OPEC, the Ameri- New mineral deposits have a
'River into the Columbia While negative on- made available for son has not become one of can sunbelt states and the disconcerting tendency to 
River is techt,i~ily viable, vironmental impacts are agriculture through chan- the -~nst prominent spokes- non~il Third World nations, pop up where they are least 
"Conventional con- evident. Entech say, there nelization a d dyking; 
struction methods and are also benefits connected - The development of a men for the f~.,leral cabinet. But now the balanceofpow- expected - and providing 
• wildlife management Dansonbeingaeleverguy, er is ready to start swinging fierce competition forCana- 
Instant W,n- I ns tant  Loss  scheme to enhance wildlife it's a sood idea to pay atten- b~*ck dim suppliers. In our life- 
production along the tion to his remarks. Such as OPEt:, for instance, al- times, the sea will undoubt- 
NEW WESTMINSTER, dent on lottery ticket corn- Columbia floedplan; his belief that Canada isthe re ,dy worries abw~t what edly become a fantastically 
B.C. (CP)--The instant-win missions to ensure their Both the environmental $1¢omputerlotteryproposed continued operation. The and engineering reports nation with the golden eco. happens when tl~e oil i~ dchsourceofresources-far 
by the federal government New Westminster MP said examine the effects of nomic future. We've got re- gone(in, perhaps,an~other 15 dcher than anything Canada 
will mean an instant loss to the B.C. Wildlife Federation, several river diversion sources galore~ Danson has years). Saudt Arabia, fi)r ex- can claim now. 
provincial lotteries and non- for example, receives about options with varying rates of been arguing, at a timewhen ample, isseriously consider-- ]'he real implication of 
profit groups, New 40 per cent of. its annual flow in combination with the rest of the world is run, ing floatingtcebergs f om the Danson's glowingpredictions 
Democratic Party MP Stu operation budget from lot- different levels of nin 8out of therawmaterials Arctic t() provide drinking thr our resource industries t
Leggatt said Tuesday. tery sales.' mitigation. A specific He said the federal diversion proposal can only needed for manufacturing, water. Itow car, 1he nation subtle: uur enormous re- 
In British Columbia only government's lottery will he selected after further Sooner or later, the rest of h,,)pe .To attract m:mu(a~tur- 
nonprofit groups are allowed compete directly with studies, the world must come to us ntg who, it lacks water for source wetdthsht, uldbeused 
to distribute lottery tickets existing B.C. government Second stage engineering for our oil. waier, trees and the production pr~ess? The to develop technologically 
and about 300 groups hare lotteries and provincial and environmental studies all those other natural won- s,nhelt states already ratkm hmovative Canadian-owned 
in the $5 million annual officials are concerned that are expeeted to start late this dersGod gave us. waterli~manyregitms;future Industrlesasopposedtomass 
distributor commissions revenues will be hurt by the summer, In addition to I)a.son's blatantly ~'heer- 'expansitm Iheie is limited, manufact,ring .. wltieh can 
from the sale of those new St lottery, detailed examination f the - 
tickets. The new federal lottery Is Kootenay and Columbia ful remarks stand t~ut in pea- And the Third World. cur- be carried ,mt in a,v~t~antry. 
Leggatt said many of the scheduled to begin in river valleys, the new ~imisttc Canada like I{.:ne tentJ~ h,.,oming because ot The future is ours - lfwe 
groups are largely depen- November 1979. studies will include i.evesqud a* ~i Liberal tally, i,)¢k.b,~ltt,m ,s,tgcsattdtaxes, choose to take it, 
'/ 
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Jennifer Brooks 
My job is to .get Terrace active 
By j im Me. ' i s  
Jennifer Brooks, assistant 
Recreation Coordinator has 
her own ideas on how 
Terrace should set up its 
recreation program and the 
of women in sports. 
"My job is toget the town 
of Terrace active. I don't 
think there is enough sports 
and arts and crafts. 
"We're trying new things. 
The roller disco was my 
idea. We started it to in- 
crease interest in roller 
simtiag and skate boarding." 
Some of the ideas Brooks 
and the rest of the recreation 
staff have come up with is a 
teen disco on August 11 
A special children's fun 
week has been planned from 
August 21-25, with events like 
finger mid body painting, a 
dog show with stuffed 
animals in the morning and 
real dogs in the afternoon, a 
frisbee contest and a Junior 
track and field meet where 
paper  plates are discus, 
helloown are shot-puts and 
straws serve as javelins. At 
the end of a week a street 
dance is being planned. 
"We're starting to get a 
really good response. We had 
36 people turn out for the 
soccer school. 
"We've had 20 sign up for 
the next one and we haven't 
even started advertising 
yet"  
Brooks als0 has her own 
feelings on how women 
should be accepted in sports. 
"Women roles .in sports 
have changed, but not in this 
town. The majority of money 
still goes to mens teams." 
Brooks is an athlete in 
her own right. She graduated 
from Windermere Secon- 
dary school in Vancouver. 
This year the basketball 
team she played on is going 
to Hawaii to compote against 
teams there. 
"Terrace has an ideal 
climate in spring to play 
grass hockey which is a 
cheap sport to play, all you 
need is the sticks. The P.E. 
departments don't push girls 
into sports. 
"As it is now the girla level 
of sports is lower now than 
the boys because they are 
getting as good coaching as 
the boys." 
Brooks says atitudos are 
changing about women in 
sport and sees no reason why 
they can't compete against 
men. 
"I don't thi||k we have it 
any easier than boys do. Any 
girls that play sports are in 
as good a shape as a boy. 
"As far as I 'm concerned a 
girls stamina is Just as good 
as a boys." - 
Jennifer Brooks, assistant recreation coordinator, has her own ideas on how 
woaten should be treated in sport competition. 
Rose keeps streak alia.five 
Houston blanks Montreal 
By THE SOx 2-0, California Angels ninth propelled the Yankees first inning, to help the 
ASSOCIATED PRESS out las ted  Mi lwaukee past the Indians and gave Angels top the Brewers. 
Pet~ Rme's hitting streak Brewers 11-9, Baltimore Bob. Lemon his second Jason Thampaan and 
ruehed:~39 g/~mes Wed: Or io les  defeated Detroit straight Victory and first at 'Aurelio Rodrlguez each 
n~y~: :  hot,: Ja'Ck,"; Cl~rk's: ~gerSg.6, Oakland A's beat home since replacing Billy drove in two rum in 
ondedat 26. Chicago White Sex 8-4, Martin as New York's Baltimore's victory over 
Rue, who has the modern Toronto Blues Jays defeated, manager.' Detroit. Oakland pounded 
Natl~ul League record and 
is l~ooting for Joe 
DiMaggio's major league 
record of 56 games, drilled a 
flffh-hmlng double to keep 
his streak going--but New 
Yurk Mets, on Joel 
Yoongbloed's five runs bat- 
ted in, muted Cincinnati 
Reds 1=-3. 
Rose now owns the fourth- 
longest bitting streak in 
modern baseball behind 
DIM~ggio, George Sislcr (41 
games) and l"y Cobb (~). 
Clark, meanwhile, was 
held hi'.~., in four at.bats 
~l~laimt Silvio Martinez of St. 
Cardinals, who wound 
Minnesota Twins 5-1, and 
Kansas City RoYais routed 
Seattle Mariners 12-3. 
The other bright spot for 
Cincinnati was Johnny 
Bench's homer, the 200th of 
his career, a plateau 
achieved by only one other 
catcher, Yogi Berra. 
The MeW firepower was 
supplied by Yoanghlood's 
hasesloaded triple in the 
third inning and tw0-run 
Bobby Bonds' opposite 
field two-run homer in the 
eighth inning hocked Dec 
Medich's twohit pitching as 
Texas snapped an eight- 
game losing streak against 
Boston. Joe Rudi drove in 
five runs, four of them with a 
grand-slam homer in the 
out IS hits against the White 
So¢ 
Baler Moore's eight-hitter 
and Luls Gomez's two-run 
triple in a five-run fourth led 
Toronto past Minnesota. 
Dong Bird and Steve Mingori 
of the Reyala teamed for. a 
two-hitter against Seattle. 
homer in the fifth. 
BROCK HELPS 
Ted Simmons' grounder in 
the fourth inning and LOU 
Brock's single in the eighth 
carried Martinez and the 
Fishing report 
By Don Pearson - Custom Crab fishing is super with 
. Sports many large crabs coming in 
Cardinals past the Giants. ma~,iae t~,= mernt-~ was each day. 
Joe Niekro silenced __'Pg;"."_ ' - - _  ..No.._ 
- . . . . . . .  l l.§ tt at n a.m Tne xow tloa It seems almon fishing i s  
~ontreai on sour mm ann . . . .  ' . . . .  . . . . . . .  was at .1:4~ p.m. at o.z z~. quite good over the entire 
stove m two m~s wtm a . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  uou~as unanne~ mmng boating area with Sl~ng 
single and a double to lead ~,oot=,~ . . . . .  ,,,,,,~ o,,a,a,,,,,~ Salmon, Coho Salmon and 
the Astros to victory. Joe s J,~,'~t ,,.~ . . . .  ,I, . Pink Salmon reported 
brother, Phil, scattered eight -'~"~.'. . . .  "T. . . .  . __ .  Nul~e a numoer m mats caught in most hays within 
Phillies hits and Dale . . . . . . . . .  . . . . . . .  were m ~ue unannet wtm xo fuel distance of Kitimat. 
Murpny nit a two-run homer • , fish reported in and most of A good size Halibut was 
in Atlama s win . . . . . .  ,' . these were three to seven reported hooked but not  
Lon Plmelm s rares-ran ,-ands with one 23 ~ands landed in Kit-KlEin Inlet. 
homer in the bottom of the ~ "" ' 
'soT D beats Ottawa . • 
The wingave . Al'gos. slothack was the big play in Toronto, maven the club 
up with a two-hitter and a 2-1 
victory over San Francisco 
GlantL 
In other National League 
games, Houston Astros 
blanked Montreal Expos 5-0 
and Atlanta Braves beat 
Philadelphia Phlllies 4-2, 
In the American League, 
New York Yankees downed 
Cleveland Indians 3-1, Texas 
Rangers blanked Boston Red 
Evanshe 
TORONTO (CP) -- Terry 
Evnshen's pectacular 30- 
yard touchdown pass 
reception from Chuck Ealey 
with 34 ~eeonds remaining 
gave Toronto Argonauts a 20- 
16 victory over Ottawa 
Rough Riders in Canadian 
Football League action 
before 48,1S9 fans Wed- 
nesday night. 
11ze Riders shut off the 
running of Toronto star 
Terry Metcalf and appeared 
to be heading for a 16.13 win 
m the strength of a fourth- 
quarter John Hay field 
before Ealey unloaded the 
bomb to the 34-year-old 
Evanaben, who is in his 14th 
CFL season. 
Evanahen was just a step 
ahead of Ottawa defender 
Wayne Tesh, about 20 yards 
deep in the end zone when he 
hauled in the high pass from 
Ealey. 
Toronto's other touchdown 
came from Mai'k 
Brugagnolo late in the 
second quarter while the 
Riders got their only major 
score on a three-yard run by 
Art Green in the third 
quarter. 
lan Sunter booted two field 
~pmls and two converts for 
the Argos, while Hay ac- 
coanted for three field goals 
and eocverted Green's 
tonebdown., 
share of first place in the 
Eastern Conference with 
Montreal Alouettes. Both 
down to the Ottawa 30 in 
seven plays before lofting 
the winning touchdown 
have 2-1 records. Ottawa is 
third at 1-1 and Hamilton 
Tiger.Cats are 1-3. 
Both teams squan~ere~ 
good scoring chances early 
in the game. Argos got to the 
Ottawa 16-yard line on their 
first sequence but gave up 
the hall on a third.and.one 
gamule. 
RECOVERS FUMBLE 
Then Argo linebacker 
Gord Knowlton recovered a 
Larry Catea fumble of a punt 
return to set up the Argos at 
the Ottawa 47 but Toronto 
managed only a if-yard field 
goal by Sunter for a 3-6 load 
at the end of the first 
quarter. 
The Riders came back 
with a 35.yard field goal by 
Hay early in the second 
quarter. Five minutes later, 
Ottawa had another good 
chance when Charles An. 
thony's interception of an 
Ealey pass gave Hiders the 
ball on the Toronto 13. But 
again they settled for a field 
goal by Hay, this time from 
17 yards out. 
Knowiton recovered 
another fumble, dropped by 
Riders ~unnlng back Mike 
Murphy at the Ottawa 36, 
Ealey's 24.yard pass to 
moving Argos into range for 
Bragagnolo's  two-yar( 
touchdown plunge that gave 
Toronto a 10-6 load at the throw to Evun~hen. 
half. 
Toronto mo~ed ahead 13-6 
on Sunter's econd field goal 
from 21 yards in the third 
quarter but then the Argos Harm 
started having problems. 
Condredge Holloway, who comes  took over at quarterback wv  
from Tom Clements for the 
second half, failed to move 
the Biders but Argos helped 
him out when Nell' Lure- 
eden's attempt at a quick 
kick went only 16 yards and 
Ken Downing returned it to 
the Argo five-yard line, 
where a face-masking 
penalty put the ball on the 
three, Green then ran in for 
his touchdown. 
Argos threatened early in 
the fourth quarter but 
Ealey's pass from the Ot- 
tawa 16 went straight into 
the arms of defensive back 
Larry Brune for an in- 
terception that set up Hay's 
go.ahead field goal from 35 
yards• " 
Both clubs continued to 
stumble around in the error 
and penalty-filled contesl 
until Argos got the ball on 
their own 38 with only 1:48 
left. Ealey, who went all the 
way at quarlerb~ck for 
Ter race  
The B,C, Government has 
hired Herald Harms to 
travel throughtout B.C. 
teaching an outdoor 
recreation program, He will 
be in Tei'race from August 21 
to 25 to start ,hls one week 
program. 
He will be teaching such 
things as safety in the woods, 
first aid, how to read a 
compass and maps and what 
to take on an overnight trip. 
He is hoping to take the 
group of people on an 
overnight trip to places uch 
as Thornhlll Mountain trail 
and Copper Mouotsin. 
For more information 
please contact ¢I5-2841 or go 
to the Recreation Office at 
the Arena. 
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Murdoch suspension valid : Watson 
By Jim Morris 
Jim Watson thinks Don 
Murdech at the New York 
Rangers got what he 
deserved when the league 
handed him a possible year 
suspension for possession of
cocaine. 
" I  think he's deserving of 
it ," Watson said in a 
telephone interview Wed- 
nesday.  
"It wasn't good for hockey 
publlctty-wise. I fee~sorry 
for the guys but he'~ old 
enough he should kno~ the 
consequences if he gets 
caught with that sort of 
thing. 
"As I said before I feel 
so~'ry for the guy, but you 
• have to think of the good of 
the game." 
The veteran Philadelphia 
Flyer is spending the off- 
season in his home town of 
Smithors, B.C. Watson says 
he puts his time in playing 
bah and Just finished the 
hockey school he runs with 
his brother Joe every year. 
"It was very successful. 
We had 120 kids, just the 
amount we wanted." 
Watson says he has no 
trouble with most of the kids 
who attend the camp. The 
very fact they are there 
means they are serious 
about hockey, but he adds a 
very small percentage do 
have some discipline 
problems. 
"Some are tough to han- 
dle. Some aren't disciplined. 
If they're not disciplined at 
home, they're not going to be 
disciplined at the arena." 
The subject of discipline 
brought up the. topic of 
violence in hockey. 
"A lot of the people who 
are talking about violence in 
hockey don't know they're 
rear end from shinola," says 
Watson. 
"Hockey is a physical 
sport. There is body contact 
and temperatures rise. 
don't 8o for the stick 
swinging or  the bench 
clearing brawls, but you've 
got to have some fist fights. 
Otherwise you will have 
more stick swinging." 
Watson said the people 
who do most of the talking 
about violence in hockey are 
people in the public eye who 
want to get on the band- 
wagon. Whatever they say 
the media picks up on ann 
makes a big thing out of. 
"People who have 
knowle~e of the game and 
know what it's like now and 
what it was like 30 years ago 
know there is no more 
violence now than then." 
It was the Flyers who first 
got the reputation of being 
violent and because of this 
they are the biggest draw on 
the road of any professional 
hockey team. It's been said 
they draw 1,000 more fans 
per game than any other 
team, even more than the 
Montreal Cansdiens. 
Watson says the teams 
drawing ability is only partly 
because of the so called 
~olent reputation they have. 
He maintains the real 
reasou the crowds come to 
watch the Flyers play is they 
are a hard working physical 
team and crowds appreciate 
their style of play. 
The Flyers lost out in last 
year's Stanley Cup Semi- 
finals to the Boston Bruins. 
Watson said part of the 
reason for the loss was the 
Flyers didn't play physical 
enough. 
"We weren't very happy 
with the results. The Bruins 
played physical ngaimt us 
and we didn't play physically 
enough. In the Stanley Cup 
playoffs, if you're not ready 
to play to the best of your 
ability, you're in trouble. 
"The Bruios play as a 
team. They don't have the 
best of ability, but they work 
as a unit. One guy might not 
score a goal in a game but he 
will still do his job. He might 
not score a g0~ in the whole 
~ayoffs but he will still 
eck his roar off." 
Watson feels the powerful 
Montreal Canadions, which 
many people call the best 
hockey team in the world, 
can be beaten and he thinks 
the Flyers can do it. 
"I think they can be 
knocked off otherwise I
wouldn't be much me to my 
team. I feel we can get in 
there and beat the 
Conadiem. You've jmt got to 
grind them down. You've got 
to go in and sacrifice your 
body to win." 
Watson says one of the 
Canadians trenths is their 
front office. ' 
• "They have a very good 
front office. San, Pollock 
knows a little bit more than 
everyone else. He thinks two 
or three years in the 
future. Your team is only 
as good as the front dflce. It 
filters down from the top." 
Watson hinted possibly 
Fred Shero's leaving the 
team may have had 
something to do with the 
Flyer front office. 
"I really can't say, I think 
he was upset about being 
second guessed. He wanted" 
and now, 
here's 
! 
' I I  
TICKETS ~ ~  ..... BOOK s,.oo s,o.oo 
=t:...~. ~?. .  ... 
N' 
610.00 gets you 5 chances to win 
$100,000 
• when you buy a book of Lucky Leo Lottery 
tickets. Or just buy one for $2. Either way 
you'll be a winnefi You will help thousands 
of crippled children in British Columbia. 
And that's an idea that's hard to beat. 
NO LYIN! 
TIIE BRITISH COLUMBIA LIONS SOCIETY 
'FOR CRIPPI ED CHILDREN 
• 110 Easter Seal Buses ,3 Easter Seal Camps 
• Easter Seal House • Patient Care 
BB B B mBm=mB1 m~= I 
To order your tickets, mail this coupon to: 
• LEO LOTTERY 
I Terrace, V8G 2Z3 "B.C. 
Early Bird Draw: July 28, Sept, 1, Sept, 29, Oct 27. 
I Final Draw: Nov. 24, 1978 Tickets $2.00 Book $10.00 • 
Amount Enclosed $ . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  ; r " l  No of tickets " Cheoue " Mnntt/ I I Reduired Order 
I Name 
Address Phone 
City/Town Postal Code 
L C H  BCTV FOR WINNERS WINNERS NOTIFIED BY .J MAIL 
to be his own boss." 
Watson says he is in favour 
of international hockey play 
to a point. 
"I don't think we shouk~ 
cater to them. We have the 
thing scheduled for them. 
They have everything to gain 
and nothing to lose. If we 
beat them they say we were 
supposed to." 
When speaking about 
training young hockey 
players Watson says he 
doesn't think five is too 
young to start, hut the fun 
should remain in the game. 
"I don't think five is too 
young but he should be in a 
class where he can handle 
himself." 
He says a kid at this age 
has trouble skating and 
passing the puck. If he is put 
in with an older group, he 
may ' become discouraged 
and quit playing hockey all 
together. 
Northwest College invites applications for the position 
of Tool Room Attendant (Stockman 3). 
DUTIES 
Under lbe general supervision of a Chief instructor, to 
dispense tools and materials to students in training; to 
prepare orders for supplies and materials; to make 
routine repairs as required; ether duties from time to 
time assigned. This is an afternoon shift appointment 
and some overtime may be assigned. 
QUALIF ICATIONS 
Minimum Grade 10 e~lucntlen; an Industrial First Aid 
Certificate; exiensive 'experience in dealing with 
people, particularly young adults; mechanical training 
and or experience. 
APPOINTMENT DATE 
This is a temporary position for the period IW8.09.05 to 
1978.11.17. There is a possibility of an additional ap- 
pointment after 1978.11-17. 
SALARY 
$1,166 per month plus S3S for First Aid qualllicatlon 
Further information may be obtained from Mr. R. 
Kilborn at 635.6511. 
App~ications should be mailed before 1978.0a.i! to: 
The Principal 
Northwest Community College 
PO Box 726 
Terrace, B.C. 
";'• L o o k  ¸ 
i ner t  
us this 
s u n l n l e r  • 
if you don't work at what we do at the 
Alcan and haven't yet Alcan smelter and we 
paid us a visit, we hope would liketo show you 
you'll drop in on us those skills in action. 
this summer• Ittakes Our tour guides will 
the skills of 2.500 always make you 
district people to do most welcome. 
Smelter Tours--Summer 1978 
Monday to Friday only: For more information, 
Smelter bus tours at write or telephone: 
12:30 and 2:00 p.m. Afcan SmeUer Tours 
(Information Centre Box 1800. Kitimat. 
open 10:00-11:30a.m.) BritishColumbiavac2H2 
telephone: 632-3111 (ext. 259) 
Regional Disldet of Kitimat-Stlkme 
,NOTIOE 
Notice i s  hereby given that a Pubiic 
Hearing wi l l  be held on proposed Lakelse 
Lake Zoning By.law No.57. The proposed 
zoning By. law is concerning the fol lowing 
area: 
Private and Crown land at and in the 
v ic in i ty  of Lakelse Lake, near Terrace, 
B.C. 
The general intent of the proposed Zoning 
By.law is to regulate land use and land 
density in the Lakelse Lake area. 
The proposed Zoning By. law may be viewed 
during regular business hours at the 
Regional Distr ict  of Kit imat.St ik lne office. 
The Public Hearing shall be held at 
Skoglund Hot Springs, Lakelse Lake on 
Wednesday, August 2, 1978 at 7:30 p.m. 
Any and all persons having an interest in 
the proposed Zoning B~/.law shall take 
notice and be governed accordingly. 
John Pousefle 
Administ rator  
Regional Distr ict  of Kit imat.St lkine 
9-4644 Lazelle Avenue 
Terrace, B.C. 
I , - -  . . . . . . . . . .  A ~ i I l I I l l  
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~ i  CLASS iF iED RATES 
right to classify ads under 
appropriate headings and to.. 
set rates therefore and to 
determine page location. 
The Herald reserves the 
right to revise, edi t, classify 
or reject any advertisement 
and to retain any answers 
directed to the Herald Box 
Reply Service, and]o repay 
the customer the sum paid 
for the advertisement end 
• box rental. 
Box replies on "Hold" 
Instructions not picked up 
within 10 days of expiry of an 
advertisement will bs 
destroyed unless mailing 
Instructions are received• 
Those answering Box 
Numbers are requested not 
to send Originals of 
documents to avoid loss. 
A l l  claims of errors In 
advertisements must be 
received by the publisher 
within 30 days after the first 
publication. 
It .Is agreed by the ad- 
vertlser requesting space 
that the Ilebllity of the 
Herald In the event of failure 
to publish an advertisement 
or in the event of an error 
appearing in the ad- 
vertisement as published 
shall be limited" to the 
amount paid by the ad- 
vertiser for only one In- 
correct Insertion for the 
portion of the advertising 
space occupied by the In- 
correct or omitted item only, 
sad that there shall be no 
liability to any event greater 
then the amount paid for 
such advert!sing. 
LOCAL ONLY: 
20 words or less S2.00 per 
;nsertlen, over 20 words S 
cents per word. 
3 or more consecutive In- 
sertions $1.50 per Insertion. 
REFUNDS: 
First Insertion charged for 
whether run or net. 
Absolutely no refunds after 
ed has been set. 
CORRECTIONS: 
Must be made before 2nd 
Insertion. 
Allowance can be made for 
only one Incorrect ad. 
\ 
BOX NUMBERS: i 
75 cents pick up. 
$1.25 mailed. 
CLASSIFIED DISPLAY: 
Rates available upon 
request. 
NATIONAL CLASSIFIED 
RATE: 
22 cents per agate line. 
Minimum charge $5.00 per 
insertion. 
LEGAL - POLITICAL AND 
TRANSIENT AD- 
VERTISING: 
~.60 per column inch. 
BUSINESS PERSONALS: 
84.00 per line per month. 
On a 4 month basis only. 
COMING EVENTS AND 
NOTICES: 
No charge for Terrace, 
Klflmat and Thornhlll areas. Advertisements must 
comply with the British Otherwise $3.00 per (n- 
columbia Human Rights Ad serflon. 
which prohibits any ad- WEDDING DESCRIP- 
vertlslng that discriminates TIONS: 
against any person because Nochargeforwrite-up. $5.00 
of his race, religion, sex, 
color, nationality, ancestry charge for picture 
or place of origin, or because reproduction, Prepaid. 
his age is between 44 and 65 r / ~ ¢ ¢,  © *., n , u 
years, unlessthe condltlen is ~,f~,;',,~,~.~;=,',~ . . . . .  
Justified"by a bona fide '..'."'.- - " " . --~,,~--.-,--,* ~^- *ke " 'k  b i r th ,  t=ngagements, 
. . . . . . . . .  ~-*~ '~ ~f , ,9 : l i a , i~ , i , L~s  or"  
. . . . . . . . .  "Appreciation - not exceeding 
-,,i- ,,,,v, -,,,,-,, . . . . . . .  10 lines $5.00 per insertion. 
Published at Terrace Each additional line $.50 
B.C. 5 days a week da,y. 
DEATH AND FUNERAL ~Mon.-Fr k mornings 
PUBL ISHER 
Laur ie  Ma l le f f  
SUBSCRIPT ION 
RATES 
Ef fect ive October I ,  
1977 
Single Copy 20c 
By Carr ie r  mth 3.00 
By Car r ie r  year  36.00 
By Ma i l  3 ruth 12.00 
By Ma i l  6 ruth 22.00 
By Ma i l  • year  40.00 
Senior Citizen year  
20.00 
British Commonwealth and 
United States of America 1 
year 51.00. 
Box 399, Terrace, B.C. 
VOG 2M9 
Telephone: 
112.604.635.6357 
• HOME DELIVERY 
Terrace-Kltlmat &District 
Thornhlll & Dlstrlct 
Phone 635.6357 
The  Catholic Womens 
League (C.W.L.) will hold 
the Fall Bazaar on October 
28, thel last Saturday in 
October, at Verltas Hall. 
August 26...Rummage Sale 
at Elks Hall from 10tll 2 p.m. 
Sept. 13...First meeting of 
Fall session. Presidents 
Visit. 
November 4...Elks Hall Fall 
Bazaar.: I 
WANTEDDoNATIONS 
The Three Rivers WorkshoF, 
for th~ Handicapped are  
looking for donations of any 
old, broken or used pieces of 
furniture, also any discarded 
wood products we could use: 
for recycling or renovating. 
Cell us at 635.2238 between 
8s.m. and 3 p,m., we will try 
to make arrangements for 
pickup. 
NOTICES:• $6,00 for flrst'10 
lines and 3.50 each additional ' 
The following Neigh. Skeena District Girl Guides 
bourhood Watch Meetings would like to snnounco the 
have been scheduled. Please opening of s Land Ranger 
note spe¢iflcareas for which Company In the Thornhlll 
these meetings are Intended. area. Girls between the ages 
Meetings wil l  be held of 14 and 18 who are In- 
terested please call 635.3061 
or 638-1269 (eft) 
A Heather.TarMn Society is 
being formed with the In- 
terest of promoting Scottish 
cultural Interest and events. 
Interested persons should 
"contact Eleanor Halley a~ 
throughout he summer and 
householders are en. 
couraged to aflend meetings 
arranged for their respective 
areas. 
line dally. 
DEADL INE 
DISPLAY: 
4:00 p.m. 2 days prl~r to 
put~Ioetlen clay. 
CLASSIFIED: 
3.:00p.m. h day prior to 
publication daY. 
Service chirg9 of LS.H on i l l  
'N.S.F. cheqUeS. 
PHONE 635-~1S7 
Tuesday, July 25, 1978 
7:00 p.m. 
At the Alliance Church 
•pelntmant. 
LONG TERM CARE 
Office at No.205-4721 Lazelle 
Ave. Tel 635.9196. 
Assessment and planning for 
those eligible for Long Term 
Care. 
AID TO HANDICAPPED 
Office at No. 205.4721 
Laze l le .  Tel 635.9196. 
Assessment and guidance 
for vocatlenal and social 
rehabilitation done by 
consultant. 
Reprints of photos which 
appear in The Herald are 
now available through our 
office. 5x7 printsare $4each 
end 8x10 prints are $6. 
Photos can be ready within 
48 hours from the time ths 
order is made. All reprints 
must be prepaid. For more 
Information drop Into our 
office at 3212 Velum, or write 
us at Box 399, Terrace, B.C. 
V8G 4B4. 
Weight W~chers meeting 
heldevery T~scloy at 7 p.m. 
i t  the Knox',United Church 
Hell, 4907 Lizoi le Avenue. 
De You Feel You Have 
A Drinking Problem? 
There Is help 
• Avallablel 
Phone 635.5636 
ALCOHOLICS 
ANONYMOUS 
Meetings: 
Man.: 8:30 p.m. United 
Church 
Thurs. or Sat. 8:30 p.m. Mills 
Memorial Hospital. 
Sun. Breakfast Meeting; 
10:00 to noon. Lakelse Hotel. 
INCHES AWAY CLUB 
Meet every Tuesday night at 
0 In the Skeena Health Unit. 
For more Informatlen phone 
636-3747 or 635-3023. 
DUFFS BICYCLE SHOP 
Reconrl~-~ -' ' ' -~ ,,,m~d 
re'pair,,. 
Reasonabi~ 
1931 Queensway Dr. 
CONCRETE SEPTIC 
TANKS PRE-KAST 
For Immediate delivery 
Septic System 
Specialists 
"Insist on the Best" 
PHONE 635.3939 
SCHMITTYS EXCAVATING 
4923 Agar Avenue 635.2456 as soon as possible. RUPERT " STEEL & 
-e SALVAGE LTD. 
For the 5000, 510Oblocks of ~ SKEENACENTRE ' We buy copper, brass all 
Nk:Oeek; 2480-2500 blocks of 
Craig; 5100 block Mills Ave.; Skeena Centre offers to the metals and batteries. 
Senior Citizens of the " Location - Seal Cove 
2400 Apple St.; 5000-5100 Terrace and Thornhlll area Open fill 5 p.m. Man. to Sat. 
Graham Ave.; and 2400 the following services- Phone 624-5639 
Kenny St. - Activity Centre fop ben. 
Thursday, July 27, 1970 
7:~0 p.m. 
At the Alliance Church 
• '1923 Ager Ave. 
For the 5000 and S100 blocks 
of Kelth; 5000and 5100 blocks 
of Agar; 5000 block Pohle; 
2800 and 2900 block Kenny; 
and 2700, 2800and 2900 Braun 
blocks. 
Tuesday, July 25, 1978 
8:00 pm 
At the home of Mr. & Mrs. 
Lepston 
4618 Hillcrest Avenue, 
For the area of Munthe, 
HIIIc~est, Westvlew Drive, 
Morris Avenue, and Clara 
Avenue. 
Wednesday, July 26, 1978 
S:00 pm 
At the home of Mr. & Mrs. 
Gedllnski 
4632 Munthe Avenue 
For Sparks Street (4000' and 
4100 blocks), 4000 and 4100 
blocks Anderson.Street, 4000 
and 4100 blocks Yeo Slreet. 
Thursday, July 27', '1978 
0:00 pm 
At the home ot N~. & Mrs. 
Heller 
4107 Banner Street 
For the 4000 and 4100 block 
Munroe, 4000 and 4100 block 
Banner St., 4800 Hslllwell, 
,420~'and~'4300 Eby St., and 
"4800 DaiPV AVenu0. 
ALSO: 4900 Halliwell 
Avenue, 4900 Gair Avenue, 
4000,4100, 4200, 4300,and 4400 
blocks Thomas Street; and 
finally 4800 and 4900 Twedle 
Aveaue 
Skeana Health Unit ' 
3215-2 Eby Strut 
Terrace, B.C. 
635.6307 
The following are a few of 
the services offered locally 
by your Health Unit Staff: 
CHILD HEALTH CON. 
FERENCES. 
. Held weekly at the Health 
Unit every Tuesday from 
1:30-3:50 p.m. Please phone 
for an appointment 
Held at Thornhlll 
Recreation. Centre on the 
fourth Friday of every 
month from 1:30.3:30 p.m. 
Please phone for an ap. 
• Babysltters who bring 
children must have parents 
written co, sent for Im- 
munization. 
ADULT CLINICS 
These are held at the Health 
Unit on Monday, Wed. 
nesday, and Friday from 
3:00. 4:)0 p.m. by ap. 
pelntment only• 
PRENATAL CLASSES 
Classes are held throngl~out 
the year a t  Intervals for 
expectant parents. Phone 
the Health Unit for deMIIs 
and registration. 
HOME NURSING CARE 
Nursing care In the home for 
'those who need It on referral 
from their family doctor. 
Terrace area only• 
HEALTH PARADE 
For 4year aid children. Held 
on third Monday of every 
month. Developmental, 
vision, hearing screening 
done. Please phone for 
appointment. • 
PRENATAL BREATHING 
& RELAXING EXERCISES 
Held every Monday of. 
ternoen at 1:00.2:00 p.m. 
V.D. CLINIC 
Held every Monday at 3:30 
or by appointment. 
SANITATION 
The public health Inspectors 
are now situated In Eby 
Streah They will be pleased 
to assist with any sanlMtlen 
problems. 
Speech and Hearing Clinic 
Held et 4612 Grelg Avenue. 
Hearing eats will be done by 
by referral from family 
dodor or community health 
nurse. 638.ii~5, 
Rape Relief 
A'bartion Counc~dJing 
8, Crisis Line ~r 
Women 
6304388 
dlcrefts 
Day Care for working 
people 
- DrowIn for companionship 
& coffee, 
Monday thru FrlUay 8.4. 
Transportation available. 
Contact Skoonavlew Lodge 
635-2265 
Is your son Interested in 
Scouts. if so the 1St Terrace 
5cout Troop Is taking pre 
registration for September. 
Max number will be 24. If 
Interested call Mrs. Wardrop 
at 635.3553. Fees will be 
$20.00 per boy, Anyone In- 
terested In helping wi th  
~_o~t.s please call • 
Pregnant and In need of 
support? 
Cell for help from Right.to- 
Life promoters: 
Lisa at 63S.3164 
Carol at 635.5136 
Janna at 635.4503 
All present and former 
students of Holy Cross 
Elementary School, 300 
Dubuc St., St. Boniface, 
Manitoba, are Invited to 
celebrate the 50th An. 
nlversory of that school 6n 
the Thanksgiving weekend, 
October 6th to 8th, 1978. 
Any former studen.t havlng 
mementos, such as plctures,: 
year books, pennants, etc., 
are asked to loan same to the 
50th Anniversary Cam- 
• ABLE  ELECTRiCLTD. 
Electrical and Refrigeration 
contract. 
• "House wiring. 
; 63,5...5076 
Small girl's 2.wheeler 
standard bicycle from the 
Agar Avenue area, Bike has 
s red and chrome frame with 
a red banana seat and a 
white basket. 635-6357 or 635- 
3642. (fin stf) 
Lost from the 3300 Block "of 
Thomas. Small black female 
cat with white spat under 
chin. Wearing yellow collar 
and goes by the name of 
Sarah. Reward offered. Call 
635.2148 or 638.1064. (cff) 
1 . . . . . . . . . .  
Position Open 
SALES PERSONNEL 
GENERAL 
FURNITURE 
STORES 
is looking for an energetic 
end self.motivated sales 
person who is inter~sted In 
developing wi th  our 
company. ~Q.~.ai'renge 
Interview call Mr. Keith 
Waghorn, 635-4961 
PICTURE THIS 
For Sale• 5 speed boys bike. Tent 14' x 9' S75 and a per- 
Brand new $100 firm, table toilet $35. Phone 635- 
chosterfleld & chair 8250, ' 4059 between 6 pm& 8 pm. 
1974 Montego. Fully (c3-19) 
equipped $3700. Phone 635- 
• 9255. (p5-20) Baled.hay to pick up in field. 
Weak days only 845-7707 
For Sale: A 175cc Yamaha Houston. (o2-?) 
Enduro, Asking $350.00, 
Good running condition, also For Sale 13' Travel Trailer. 
a 1977 750 cc Honda Super- $1200. 638-1273. (c2.19) 
sport with windjammer 
Miring, like new condition, 
never rode In the dirt, asking 
price $2700.00 or best offer. 
Phone 635-3824 after six. Beautiful black and tan 
Coonhound pups, purebred, 
unregistered, ready for good 
homes by July 15. 885. 
Country homes preferred. 
For Sale Truck E~lulpment Write: G. Ledingham, 5675 
CHIP BOX: 7V2 units Alma, Van. V6N IY2 or 
aluminum self unloading phone: 263.6181. (cl.22) 
hydrol push out. Evenings 
525-3992 For Sale purebred registered 
Basran Fuels Ltd. Basset Hound. 1 year old. 
317 Wood St. Has had all shots. Phone 632- 
New Westminster 2080. Prefer home In Terrace 
V3M 5K6 (c5-18) area. (v10-2) • 
For Sale: Paper (roll ends) 
• and waste-paper suitable for 
crafts. Pick up oy the lot at 
the Herald office. 
4 AT Trackers on lSxlO CDN For Sale 20 ft. wooden river 
rims, GM-Chev, Phone 635- boat with 55 hp Chrysler 
5092 (cff) motor with Jet unit also 
spare leg with prop (new), 
three gas tanks, new anchor, 
THE CiTY OF new life jackets, new marine 
PRINCE RUPERT baflery and complete new 
rack and pinion steering. 
Item - I 1 only 1968 ~/2 ton $2,000.00 firm. Phone 635. 
pickup. 6 Cyl motor, stan- 5937 nights, 6381613 Days. 
dard trans. Serial hr. (eft) 
1481112039 
Item - 2 1 only 1968 ~/2 ton 20' all.steel boat. with 75 
pickup. 6 Cyl motor. Auto H.P. Johnson & Trailer. 
trans. Serial hr. CS $2000. Phone 635-3101. (p5-2) 
1481138116 
Item - 3 1 only 1970 Ford 3/4 
ton F250 cab & chassis. 6 Cyl 
motor auto trans. Serial hr. 
F25 BRH 32564 
Item - 4 1 only 1970 Ford 
Econollne Van E252, 6 Cyl 
motor; auto. trans Serial hr. 
25AHHS0448 
item - 5 1 only 1973 Ford V2 
ton pickup F100, 6 Cyl. 
motor, auto trans: Serial hr. 
• Item -~6 1only 1974 Ford 
Crew Cab pickup, V8 motor, 
auto trans. Serial hr. 
miffs:, and show their name 
and address on them to be 
returned after the 
celebrations. 
Former students Intending 
to take part In colebraflons 
or send mementos are asked 
to notify the Committee at 
252 Dubuc St., Winnipeg, 
Manitoba, ~A.2H 1E3 
Anyone seeing this notice 
Is asked to contact other 
students or fellow 
classmates who may not see 
this notice, to Inform them of 
the reunion In Odober. 
As the records for the 
years 1926-1948 cannot be 
found, we would ask all 
students from those years to 
forward their names & 
addressees, along with those 
• of any of their classmates, to 
the Committee at the above 
address. 
THE HOBBY HUT 
Ceram'ic , supplies and 
Greenware~ a i r  brushing 
avallsble• custom firing. 
• 3936 McNeil St. 
635,9393 
GOLDE. RULE 
Odd lobs for the Jobless. 
Phone 635.4.535. 3238 Kalum 
GEMINI EXCAVATING 
LTD. 
(Was Andrews) 
Backhoe Work 
Hourly & Contract 
638.3479 anytime 
• • , . . .  
Become a Wholesaler of F3SYCT32727 
Kodak Film, Eveready, Item -7 1 only 1960 Esslck 
Polaroid, Westinghouse, Vibrator Roller, ModeIVR28 
Keystone Photo Products W Serial nr. 62015042 
and Developing. Minimum Item - 8 I only Portable 
Purchase of Product only 
$5305. Call Mr. Collins, 
collect, 614 - 228.1751. (C4- 
14,15,17,183 
Required for Terrace a girl 
for general office work.. A 
knowledge of accounting and 
accounts receiveable on 
accept. Remuneratlen will 
be commensurate, with 
ability. Please reply In own 
handwriting to Box 1179, 
care at The Terrace.KItlmat 
Dally Herald, Box 399, 
Terrace, B.C. (ctf) 
Air Compressor, Brlggs & 
Stratton Air cooled engine, 
Serial hr. C2447 
Item 9 1 only Air Operated 
• Tire Bead Breaker (Branick 
Model TTR) 
Item 10 1 only Grace 
Model 03369 Grease 
Dispenser (with cart) Serial 
hr. 87407 
Item - 11 3 only Hornelite 
Model 922 Power Saws, In 
parts (to be sold as one Item) 
CONDITIONS OF SALE 
1 - As is where is. 
2 - A certified cheque or 
money order for 10 percent 
Full or pert-time. Hereisan of the amount offered must 
opportunity to earn. extra be enclose d for offer to be 
money, $6 - $S per hour. considered. 
Tralrilng is available. For 
Interviews Call Marnle 635- 
9721 anytime (Fuller Brush) 
N 
The Recreation department 
of Terrace IS looking for fall 
program Instructors. If you 
are Interested In Instructlng 
3 - The highest or any offer 
not necessarily accepted. 
4 - Offer addressed to the 
undersigned must be sub- 
miffed In writing, In a sealed 
envelope and clearly marked 
"Offer - re equipment for 
sale", will be received up to 
3:00 p.m. local time Wed- 
a course, Please call Jen- nesday August 9, 1918. 
niter Brooks at 635-2841. Equipment may be viewed 
Base rate from iS.00 to 56.00 at the City Stores, Wantage 
depending on experience: 
1977 TC i25 Suzuki Dual 
transmission 4 High 4 Lov, 
Street legal $800,~ 638-1328 
after 9 pm. [ctf) ~,, 
Read, 8:00 a.m. to 4:00 p.m. 
Monday to Friday. 
G.H. Andersen, 
Purchasing Agent, 
City at Prince Rupert, 
424 West 3rd Avenue, 
Prince Rupert, B.C. 
vaJ 1L7 
Business 
Not listed, in our 
B.0. Tel O,reotory. 
AURORA ANIMAL HOSPITAL - 635.2040 
GENERAL FURNITURE • 635.4961 
We're 
Listed 
Here/ 
WATER .LILY BAY RESORT • 798-2267 
SKOGLUND HOTLPRINGS 
OLI'S PLACE. 791.223!.~, 
BARNEY - SHOE'S & REPAIR - 635.3092 
798-2221 
Free .  for  ONE month courtesy of THE 
DALLY HERALD 
If you wish your  Business Phone 
l isted for  your  customers please ca l l  635-6367 
For Rent Small cabin Hwy 16 
E, Usk. Propane, lights and 
cooking facilities. Suitable 
.working man. 63S-5704 (c3- 
2O) 
For Rent 2 bedroom apart- 
meat with frldge & stove. 
Electric heat. Free laundry 
facilities. No pets. $155 per 
month. Phone 645.6445. 3145 
River Drive. (c4-19) 
For Rent by the week. 1 
Bedroom apartment. Fully 
furnished, dishes, towels, 
sheets supplied. Weekly 
cleaning provided. $65 per 
week single. $85 per week, 
for 2 persons. 635.9258. (c2- 
Small, well-built two 
bedroom house on five acres. 
One mile south of South 
Hazelton. Asking $22,500. 
Phone 842-5944. (c5.20) 
"1  
~OR SALE BY OWNER 
! Bdrm, full Bsmt, Rec. 
Rm, 2 full Baths, 2 
Fireplaces, w w carpet, 
;undeck, many extras. 
Located on bench on 
Benner St. To view call 635- 
5905 . . . . . .  
3 bedroom home, 2 
fireplaces, paved driveway, 
enclosed garage, large 
garden, fully wired partially 
. . . . . . . . .  finished basement, frldge, 
D.4 cat with dozer blade, stove, drapes included. 635. 
brush blade and high push 9277. (pS.18) 
bar, Hyster winch, cable, 
etc. etc. Low hours. Asking For Sale2 bedroom house, 
$9,750. South Hazetton 842. 'close to school and down- 
5944. (c5.20) town. Asking $35,000• For 
app. to view phone 635-3898. 
(p10-3) . . . . . . . . . . .  • ";!'~' 
Home For Safe: .... 
We have a new 3 bedroom One year old three 
hams'that will be ready for bedroom home. Walnut 
• renting or leasing by Aug 15 cabinets, w to w carpets, 
or Sap 1 1978. We would like with partial ly finished 
tohavea maturefamlly that basement. Fully land. 
is willing to maintain it. For scaped on paved st. Phone 
more Information you may after 6 pm 63S.7367. 
call' Kltimat 632.6554. (c5.19) ~_  
. . . . . . . . .  For Sale 4 bedroom house. 
Furnished 2.bedrooms older Completed basement. 2 
• type home in tow. $200 per bathrooms, 2 fireplaces. 
'month. Drive by 4514 Lazelle Kiddy corner from high 
and. phone 635.2680 for ap- schools. Phone 635.4048. (pS- 
polntment to view. (c3.19) 2) 
FRA, OHISE 
PPORTUHITY 
Am you late'eared In owrdn0 Your m*~ buslnesst ¢0mkkr whM"Dmut. 
King" has to attar. 
most exc tin0 fast.food chain In North America 
• total turn.key operation In a free stard]ng bu Idlng 
. exlxartlse of a Cm~ada Wide Madmflng Co. plus rmch m0re. 
For further informMIon plmse ~ntact: 
SYDNEY ANIO$ 
IMINlIMIonlil i N  Syifw118 
801 - 348 Quebec St., 
vIctata, B~C. vav 1W4 
Phmu (I04) 3N-35~ or iN-In43 
UNUSUAL 
6R0WTH 
0PPOBTUNITY 
A professional organizat ion based in the 
Ter race  area is suffer ing f rom the pangs uf 
expansion and promot ion f rom with in .  This 
company  is looking for strongly mot ivated 
peop le  who w i l l  become market ing  
special ists in a fast changing marketp lace.  
This  posit ion would be of interest  to a person 
who is cur rent ly  earn ing between $14,400 and 
$20,000 (this is our  basic sa lary  range)  and 
who has a strong desire to earn more  in- 
come based on his abi l i t ies  ra ther  than on 
restr icted terr i tor ies ,  This person would  
also want  f reedom of act ion and the desire 
to be their  own entrepreneur .  
Our  company  provides as t ra in ing  a 
professional  sel l ing course, coaching in 
human re lat ions and an understanding of 
business itself.  
Send resume in conf idence to: 
P.O. Box 910 
Terrace,  B.C. 
( ' 
50. HOMES 
' ,..~'WANTED 
Respousible coupl~ with 2 
children wish to rent 2 or 3 
bedroom home. Phone 635. 
2850. (¢3.19) 
Boarding homes for high 
school students to attend 
school in Terrace from 
September 78 to June 30, 1979 
room and board rate $175 per 
month. For further In- 
formation DIAL 635.7127 local 
19 (c20.20) 
b 
Movi~ to Terrace, require 
3-4 bedroom home, will 
maintain, ~ to rent or 
lease, references, security 
deposit, mature family of 
three. Refer inqnlries to The 
Herald ]Box 1178, Tecruce, 
B.C. (eft) 
~ented to Rank 2"bedrcom 
furnished Apt or house. 1 
.child. Working couple. 
Phone 638.8141 ask for 
Garry. (p5-191 
Wanted to rent, 2.3 bedroom 
home by middle age couple. 
Very reliable tenants. Will 
take care of grounds. Phone 
during day 635.9094, after 
7:30 same number. (pS.181 
Wanted to rent 2 or 3 
bedroom house or mobile" 
home for Aug 1st. Children & 
pets. Will sign 1 year lease. 
Call 635-2761. (p5.214) 
Single working girl with dug 
would like to rent trailer, 
small house or cabin 
preferrably out of town. 635- 
6848. (¢3-18) 
Moving to Terrace, require 
;3-4 bedroom home, w i l l  
!maintain, willing to rent or 
|lease, references, security 
deposit, mature family of 
three. K i t lmat  632.6sf4. 
.o. 
" per Lease 
Retail and-or warehouse 
pace centrally located st 
treet level in Terrace. In 
tel 4141 square feet. 
Formerly Used as equip 
most sales and repair shop. 
For complete information 
contact Prudes and Currle 
(1976) Ltd. 635.6142 or write 
4648 Lakelse Ave., Terrace, 
B.C. 
(Jil.Au1 A) 
I I 
I I  
Choice Property For Sale 
Just under 1 acre corner 
property with paved streel 
In front. 
Four rental units with ne~ 
plumbing & hot water 
tanks. 
Two bedroom house, with 
work shop cement floor. 
Very good well two big 
gardens & lawn with trees 
& shrubs. 
Room for expansion on 
corner very reasonable for 
cash some terms passible. 
Some lumber & many 
extras mostly all fur- 
~lshed. 
Apply: R.A. Clark - 635- 
3198 after 6 p.m. (p10.37) 
. I  . 
S acres near Terrace. 638. 
1032. (c1.10) 
1.5 acres. All year spring fed 
creek. Very secluded and 
nicely treed. One mile from 
town. Asklog $11,900. Write 
Box 714 Terrace. (p20.17) 
Wanted respons ib le  
caretaker with mobile home 
to operate a mobile home 
,park In Terrace area. Free 
space rent & commission. 
Contact F.L. Janauer. 638. 
8233. evenings after 7. (c10.8) 
For Sale: Shake and Shingle 
Mill complete wlth timber 
rights and all logging equip. 
Self sufficient. For into. 
Write Box 305 Kitwanga B.C. 
V0J 2A0 or phone (604) 849- 
5331. (p4-18,19,3,4) 
1973 :De'faun -2~Z. Excefient 
mechanical condition 43,030 
miles, a l rcondit ionlng.  
Phone 635.5770. (i)3.19) 
Do It Now 
1975 Ford F-250 Crew cab. 
390 c.i., automatic, PS, PB, 
'new qlres & brakes. 30,030 
miles with no commercial 
use. Quick sale for best offer. 
4829 Graham Ave. after 5 
pro. 635-2884. (c3-19) 
1973 Toyota Pick-up, 1972 
Ford plck.up, 1974 Ford 
wlndow van, 1973 Mazda 
wagon. Phone 635.6636. 2609 
Skeeno St. (c3-19) 
Ford speed parts; headers, 
side pipes, narrowed T.Blrd 
rearend, dual point - dual 
coil distributor, electric fuel 
pump, 4 speed transmission 
and more, all on a 1963 Capri, 
asking $900, Phone 635.3851 
(p2.19) 
For Sale 1975 Honda Clvlo 
Hatchback. Low mileage. 
Excellent condition. Phone 
after 6. 635.5S48. (p~-2) 
1971 Mercury Marquis. 2 
door hard top. aircond, fully 
loaded. And 1969 Plymouth 
station wagon.Asking S308 
end 1967 Buick PS PB $250. 
638.1273 (c2-191 
• Truck for Sale. 1975 
SuperCab low mileage good 
mechanical condition. Phone 
632.65.~4. (ca-2) 
Volkswagon Beetle and 
custom made parts for sale. 
Asking 3708. Phone 635.3050 
ask for Frank. (p3.201 
1971 Vega Station wagon 
Phone 63S.5043 (p3.19) 
For sale by original owner - 
1973 Datsun 1200, Fastback, 
~n excellent condition phone 
'635-2439. (p5.23) 
197~ Brand New Ford 
zupt~cab. F250 camper 
specie) PS, PB, bench seat, 
dual tanks, radio. Must Sell. 
Owner ~.raB.s!erred. 635-S758. 
(c3-1S) 
1969 GTO J~ge. 400 cu. In. 4 
speed, sag wheels. Good 
condition. Phone 635-3568. 
(p3-18) 
1973 Ford FI08 XLT R~r .  
V-8, auto, PSP8, wired~lb~ 
camper, dual tanks and 
batteries, 0.track and radio, 
excellent condition. Phone 
632.4585. (c3.18) 
72 Grand Torino radial tires. 
Phone 635-5680. (P..5-20) 
No Down Payment 
Purchase  Inc ludes  
delivery, sat-up and fur- 
nlturo. (on approved 
credit) 
If you qualify we will fly 
you In at ~our expense. 
Hurryl - These won't lastl 
Call our credit manager 
collect at 437.4311 
Tot.Star 
Mobile Homes 
5228 Kingsway 
Burnaby, B.C. 
V5H 2E9 
(C10.3) 
I ='." 1 
Imitatioa to Te,der | 
Sealed Tenders, marked 
Janitorial Services No. 94. 
081 Administration & First 
Aid Building, Mechanical 
Shops, & Boiler Room North 
West Community Collage for 
Cleaning of various areas, 
Northwest Community 
College, as per task 
schedules, will be received 
up to 3~08 p.m. local time the 
9th day of August 1978, enO 
those av~pilable at that time 
will be opened in public at 
~'itlsh Columbia Buildings 
Corporation 
4827 Kelth Ave. 
Terrace, B.C. VaG 1K7 
Tendering documents may 
be obtained at the above 
. . . . .  address after 9:50 a.m. on 
Must SII - 12x46 2 bedroom the 24th 'day of July 1978. 
mobile home on a fully Tenders must be flied on the 
se0:viced, clear title lot on forms provided, in sealed, 
Simpson Rd, Thornhill. clearly marked envelopes. 
Open to offers, G. Warnen, Thelowestoranytonderwlll 
Royal Bank, Terrace, B.C., 
,635.7117 (ctf) 
,1970 12x54 2 bedroom mobile 
home. Set-up in Nasa Camp. 
can be moved. Asking $5,000 
firm. Phone 633-2346. (c10- 
2O) 
I I 
56' 5afeway doublewlde. 
Includes all  major ap- 
pliances, large garden shed 
and fencing. 3 bedrooms, 2 
full bath, and fireplace. Set 
up and fully skirted in 
cedar. View atNo. 3i-4619 
Queensway Drive (Tim. 
~erland Trailer Park 
Phone 635-9429. (cft) 
I . _  
FOR SALE IMMEDIATELY 
12' X 68' trailer with 12'40 
[noy shack all skirted on lot, 
Also 19' x 32' work shop. 
$1e,080or best offer. Phone 5- 
2319 or 5.2679 (p10.2) 
For Sale: 12x68 ATCO 
Velmont 3 bedroom mobile 
home. Set up and skirted in 
trailer court in town. Will 
sell furnished or un- 
furnished. Phone 635.9046 
even. (pl0.Jul) 
56' Safeway doublewlde 
14. :X40 sq. ft. Includes all 
malor appliances, large 
garden shed and fencing. 3 
!BEDROOMS, V~ FULL 
BATH, AND FIREPLACE. 
Set 'up and fully skirted In 
:eadar. View at No. 31.,1619 
~ueensway Drive (Tim. 
berland Trailer Park). 
126,000 Phone 635-9429. 
(ctf) 
Rent or Purchase 1972 12x68 
Paramont house trailer with 
fireplace near stores and 
:2~ Mercedse Bonz. 4 door .schools, on private lot. Rent 
sedan. All reasonable offers $255. per month with option 
considered. Phone 635-6126 to buy or purchase $9,500 
::direr 6. 635.35_,_7S (~-9.1___L . open to offers. Will carry 
1974 Ford V= ton pickup 360 second morgage if nec. 
motor auto, Radial fires, Phone 112-762-4612. Write 
electronic Ignition. Phone 'Joe Rorke, Gee Del, Win- 
field, B.C. (ctf) 63S-9680 after 4 (c¢9) 
For 5ale 1976 Chevy Van.  
Partially Camperlzed, lots of 
potential for someone handy 
at finishing. See It at Camper 
Land. Dealer Llconce nr. 
D00611A. 5412 Highway 16 
West. (cS.19) 
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  Set up and delivered 
"For Sale 1973 Ford F-250, trades welcome 
automatic, power steering, 
low mileage, good condition. 
See It at Camperland S412 
Hwy 16 West. Dealer Llcence 
nr. D00611A. (c5.19) 
MOBILE HOMES 
New mobile homes from 
as low as $100.00 down. 
O.A.C. 
Phone collect 591-510[ 
(ctf 
Ideal I;amily car 1976 Torino, 
automatic power steering, 
nice clean Interior. See It at 
Camper .Land 5412 Hwy 16 
'West. Dealer License nr. 
D03611A. (c5.19) 
1976 Chevelle Mallbu. 4 door. 
Power steering & brakes. 
29000 miles. Good condition. 
Ideal family car. $4200. 
Phone 635.4789 after 6 p.m. 
!~:'" 
1974 International ,/= ton 4 
speed, radio, canopy, new 
fires, 37,000 miles, can view 
at 5116 Graham Ave., or call 
635-3564 or 635-6166 (lmth 
jll0-aul0) 
1968 - 10x52 two bedroom 
5afeway fully set up and 
skirted. Complete with 8x24 
Joey shack. Located at nr 4 
1753 Kenworth. Phone 638- 
1628 (plmonth - au4) 
0 
Aluminum 
Sheets 
26" x 36" 
12 .h . . , . . , , -3 .7§  
~uit~ble for roofing 
THE DALLY HERALD 
.3|12 gslum St. Yerraoe 
not necessarily be accepted. 
(¢3.18) 
Tenders called for 63 Suite 
Apartment Block, Dawson 
Creek, B.C. 
Invitation to sub-contractors 
'and suppliers for structural 
steel, excavation, piling, 
concrete placina, water - 
Damp proofing, reinforcing,• 
misc. metals, rough car- 
pentry, finish carpentry, 
roofing - flashing, elevator, 
dry wall, painting, ceramic, 
Insulation, sheet metal - 
venting, electrical, drapery, 
't 
.! )mpout in Trouble 
Warns Other Teens 
. . . . . . .  I( 
' / 
I 
, I ! 
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DEAR ABBY: My husband owns his own b~tdneso..It's 
Small, but fairly successful. He has 10 men worll~n~ lor mn~, 
and one glrl (111 call her 'gill") whohandles t~ o.mce..ana 
does a 8rear job. Jill is only 20 ana not super.attxacuve, 
but not ugly either. , / 
My husband and four of the men who work for him 
• ,;ecently formed a bowling .~.an~..They~e all/marriedmen 
with families. Well, Jill declaed that these men neeu nor 
support, so she started showing up st the,bowling alley 
with a girlfriend when the men bowl. 
One of the wives com~lsined tome about it, so I told my 
husband and he said it e a free country and J ig can. go 
anywhere she wants. He said he doesn't want to lose her 
as an employee, so he'e not going to say anything.to her. 
I say she should be told very nicely to clean up nor ae~. 
She gave my husband a Christmas present after working 
for him about a month. I think she's coming on too strong, 
but if you think I'm wrong, 111 let it go. 
Sign me... 
LOOKING OUT FOR NO. 1 
DEAR LOOKING. I fall to see what k "dirty" about h e 
girl's act. I agree with your husband. Jig hu s right to go 
By Abigail Van Buren where she wants. Andif you and the ether wives are wise, 
~) IO /S  bY ChicaSO Tr ibune.N.Y .  News  Synd.  In¢,  ;you ' l l  p l~  in  yo  .lU' daws ,  
DEAR ABBY: I wish you would say something about 
the selfishness of people who buy two<leer dutomobiles 
DEAR ABBY: I am a 16-year~ld girl who has been in when they could just as easily buy • car with four doors. Of 
trouble ever since I can remember. In the last two years I course, those two<leer car owners don't have to worry. 
have been ldckedoutofsevenschoole. My trouble started They always ride up in front, and never have the 
when I began to skip school, make up lies, etc. I lost my inconvenience of having to crawl in and out of a car and be 
temper and hit a teacher and had to face an assault charge confined back there with no leg room whatsoever. 
last month. Please don't, tell me that two-door cars are cheaper. 
My parents have disowned me, and I will probably spend When one spends t6,000 for an automobile,  few hundred 
the remainder of my teen years in institutions and group dollars more doesn't matter. I have else heard the excuse 
homes. (Right now I~ in Booth Brown Hall in St. Paul, thattwo-door models are sportier and better lookingl That 
is also ridiculous. 
m~ve~n though I want terribly to finish high school and 8o Personally, I would rather stay home than ride In the 
to college, l.don't have any high school credits, back seat of u two<lucr car. And I hope you will see fit to 
I hope there will be room in your column to print this print this in your column because I know others hare my 
message to teenagers who are on their way to having the opinion. 
same kind of probleme~l am now facing. ~ NO NAME, PLEASE 
If any of you teenagers want to make something of your 
lives,plessostayinschoolandmakethebestofit.Goingto DEAR NO NAME: 1~wo-door ears are preferred by 
schoo/ls much easier than sitting behind locked doors some parents with small eldldren. Others prefer them fee 
watching the rest of the world live and learn, and wishing other reasons. The option is yours: Ride ee stay name. 
you could. 
FINISHED AT 16 
app l iances ,  w indow DEAR 16: Your letter bears an important message for 
aluminum', entrances ether teens. But don't abandon yo~ hopes for college. H 
aluminum, lumber supply, you really want to go, you can get those cred/ts by working 
doors, and hardware, herd, and with determination you can also work your way 
Plans are available from: through ceUege. Nobody is "finished" unless she quite 
C.M. Projects Ltd. trying. 
nr 4 - 265.2Sth St. 
West Vancouver, B.C. DEAR ABBY: I agree with the advice you gave to that 
VTV 4H9 woman who said her husband kept all hie money in the 
Telephone y04.926-4391 refrigerator. It 's not a very 8god idea to keep too much 
and cold cash on hand. However, I think you should have told 
Killlck, Metz, Bowen, Rose her husband that she should keep hie money in the 
nr. 201 - 1200 • 103 Ave., freezer, so if anybody hit him up for a loan, he could 
Dawson Creek, B.C .  truthfully say, "Sorry, but all my assets are frozen." 
Telephone 762.2046 J.V.G. IN SUNCITY, ARIZ. 
Tenders close 4 p.m. Aug. 9, 
19?8..at the office of C.M. DEARJ.V.G.:[~it'snotagoodldeetokeeptoomuch 
Projects Ltd. (c3-20,2,5) cold caob on hired, it's a worse idea to keep one's assets 
frozen, And with inflation climbing, It could be psinful to 
sit too long on s frozen asset. 
DEAR ABBY: When my husband cued siz months ago, a , 
• very nlce-looidng man attended the funeral. He said he had I Dlvorcel $100. plus filing been a very good friend of my husband's. I never sew the fees. Obtain your lawyer manbefore, buthecouldn'thavebeannicartome. Hekept 
supervised divorce o.v.er the phone - fastl Call Self- calling on me tokeep me comlmny in my sorror, and I 
Counsel Services toil free invited him over for Sunday meals and so on. I wig leave 
out a lot of detaile because they are ruther personal, but 
112-800-663-3007. Chargex here is what I want to get across: 
andMasterchargeaccepted. It turned out that this man had never known my 
(4-13) ' hushandi He makes a practice of rending the newspapers 
* to find out where funerals are, how old the deceased was, 
Does your building need where he lived, the number of children, some of the lodges 
exterior painting? Call 635- he belonged to, etc. Then he calls on the widow to 8el 
4906 Kermode Friendship acquainted, saying he had been a good friend of her 
Centre. hEave name and husband's. 
phone number for Terry. lf I hadn't aonidentaily found out that he did this to other 
Free Estimate. (sff) Widows, I might have gotten even more seriously involved 
than I did. And it would have cost me a lot of money, too. 
Please print this as a warning to other suspecting widows. 
~ . h m ~  HOUSTON READER 
DEAR READER: Forewarned is forearmed. Thanks for 
popularity, get Abby's new booklet: "Hew To Be Popular; 
' You're Never Tee Yean 8 ee Tee Old." 8end $1 with s loq,  
_~.--"'" seH~ddreseed, stamped 118 ceatol envelope to Abby, 15 ~- 
Lashy DHve, Beverly Hills, Calif. 9021~. 
• - - ,, 
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Mustard first appemod in paste form in 1720. It was sold by Mrs. Clement, of Omham, 
Englando in earthenware pots covered with parchment cut from legal documents. 
Some people used to fear that having their picture taken would capture their souls 
in the camera. 
1972 Statesman mobile 
carpeted, furnished. 5 maior 
appliances, including dish- _ . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  
washer. Excellent condition. 
Phone 635-3408. (p3-19) 
For Sale 12X68' 3 bedroom 
trailer (Safeway). Fur- 
nished or unfurnished. 8X12 
HEATED JOEY SHACK. 
Complete with 8,000 BTU air 
cued. Close to schools 635- 
9323. (p10-7) 
1970 12-foot x 68 Parkwood 
trailer set up on 120x100 lot 
on Copperslde Estates with 
Joey shack. Fenced. $18,700. 
638-1273. (c2.19) 
I 
1969 Travel Trailer 18' sleeps 
'6. Frldge, stove. $2500 OBO. 
Phone 635.5339. (cff) 
DEAR ABBY: When I married my husband he was a 
quiet, modest man, but success has changed him. We have 
just returned from a '~acation" that I must admit I did not 
enjoy. 
My husband s financial success has given him what he 
calls "confidence." I call it an overhearing tendency to 
brag. Everyone we met had to listen to his rags-to-richas 
glory. It was embarrassing. He has made an outstanding 
success in business, but where is his modesty and taste? 
Proud as I am of his euceeos, I long for the humble man 
who sat quietly by my side and talked of enmething other 
than himself and his money. 
I love him. How can I help him? 
HIS WIFE 
DEAR WIFE: Tell Idm, my dear. Tell him. 
~re yoar problems too heavy to laindle along? Let Abby 
help you. For s personal, unpobUshed reply, write: Ahby: 
Boz 69f00, Lea Anplas, Cal/f. 90069. Eadoze a otempnd, 
noU4ddreeoed nvelope. 
Marsh World 
For 5ale, 15' travel trailer, 
excellent condition. $1200. 
Very firm, phone 632-2807 
Camper 1975 Edson 8' 
Camper, C-W 15,000 BTU 
furnace. Phone638.1i21 (aft) 
feeding on the bottom. FOOd includes a wide 
variety of aquatic life, ranging from plants to 
crustacea and insect larvae. The buffslofish can 
grow to four feet in length, and weigh up to  
60 Ibs. Most, however, are considerably smeller. 
Its name is derived from their humpbacked appear- 
ance, due to the slop~ of the heed from mouth to 
point above the gills. 
Ducks Unlimited (Canada) 
1495 Pembina  Hwy,  Winn ipeg ,  Man,  R3T  2F .2  O 251.78 
22' River beat and trailer. 
Can vew at 51i6 Graham 
Ave. or call 635.3564 or 635. 
6166 (lll0-aul0) 
HALIFAX (CP) --  Minor outcome of the test, minor 
navigational-aid lights navigational aids may 
throughout he Maritimes eventually be powered by 
may soon be powered by solar energy. 
solar enerW if tests being Muzatti says savigatinaal 
BLACKPOOL, England. conducted by the federal aide in major shlpld~ lanes 
(CP)--ThelawpuEleddown ministry of transport in- are too large to make it eou- 
the curtain on the. stage dicste the idea to be feasible, comically feasible to power 
debut of 16-ycar-oldLerraino Leo Muzatti, regional them by solarenoray. 
Cooper when she was barred superintendent of Solar panels used in the 
from the higbkieking chorus maineering for the ministry, buoys convert l l~t mor~ 
line of a seaside vaudeville says the buoys will use the tnto electrical current by 
show. sun as their power source means of photo-electric cells 
Lorraine wept as she instead of conventional ocated on the panels. The 
watched the first per- storage batteries, currentis tored in batteries 
Scotia oue solar- which have a storage refinance from the back row 
powered buoy is being tested capacity capable of Blackpeol's Central Pier of main- In Nova 
theatre, for the law had onTannecslslsndinMahone talnlng a nuoy liaht up to 
degreed she was only, a Bay and, depending on the three weeks without sun. 
But her. suspension from , 
the show lasted only a day. 
Lorraise was permitted to 
Join after returning her ,' . ~ 
hooks to the school, 
collectin8 her reports and 
leaaily sig~ing out with the 
consent of her parents. 
She made her debut in the 
chorus the night sitar the 
openly, and the audimco, 
knowing she had been th- 
warted by the law, 8ave her 
a big hand. 
Lorraine had played 
truant from school to attend 
rehearsals of the show in 
Blackpool and was all set t~ 
go on stage when e 
policeman's hand descended 
on her shoulder. 
"Under British law, 
children must attend school 
until their date of leaving," 
an education official said. 
"We cannot say yes to some 
and no to others," 
English youngsters are 
allowed to leave school at 16 . . . .  J J I - -  ~ AL . . .  £X-- I . I , .  t t *~ e~9/6 Um~,ml ,tt~ SVrd~* 
providing they finish the 
.term. "Ds-dsi One wig. Everybody owes me five cents." 
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N A strong, IV~kel -- - further , 42 - Carson Fam,b' ~eunion from any 
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• . ?.,I .~D,mald's Restaurants 13 IUpe n mutton will be the site of the Family 
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17 Departed 50 Mr. Hamm=- and other support. 
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Yesterday's Cryptoqulp -- FEW WORLD'S FAIR AT- 
TRACTIONS WILL FAIL OF WIDE NOTICE. 
•...Today's Cryptoquip due: H equals S 
happy," said George Cshon, 
President of McDonald's. 
"We are delighted to have 
this eoast-tocoast op- 
portanity to create Such 
happy memories for the 
winners." 
The Family Reunion 
Program works this way: 
everyone who fills in an 
entry form at a McDonald's 
(no purchase is required) is 
eligible to win a prize. 
Twenty-eight McDonald's 
Restaurants will then be 
sdeetad to award one of the 
Grand Pr i ze  Family 
Reunions for 10 people. 
On the last day of the 
Family' Reunion Program, 
each McDonald's across 
Canada will draw one name 
. . . .  
 llll/'/ l I 
.q~ WIZARD OF ID by Brant parker and Johnny h~rt 
,._11- # in - .  
I ~ u~_ .~3 ,~ '~~/ ,~{:x~ o, it. 
,,~ ~. . :o~~ p==le, sere ~ mt  w~ 
end werds~udng an a l ~  can Klve you slum to locatlr~ 
and the winner will receive a
Family Reunion for two. 
There will also be local daily 
prizes of Family Reunion 
dinners at each stare. 
LOUGHBOROUGH, ~ '"'~'-~. ' 
England (CP) -- The labels ~ I . eL  
CatholicandEvangelical a re  ~ ~  | I 
gradually disappearing ~, ~ J~ 
within the Anglican Chmrch, L- :_. I ~  
the Archbishop of Can- -'.-'~-. 
terbury, Dr. James Coggan, .: - " 
tofdaeonfzranco.in'thisMid, ..... .,.,~'.',: ",~:,~'~ ] .:.",~ ~ .... , 
' i sndstown.  " ~:  ';~; ~"T.  : "  "."?:;~" . " . . . .  
, HoW FAR I~ TT~ p 
n '° '"//L ,:__.: 
• .. . . - 
i , % 
DOONESBURY . by Garry T ~  
::Jlsra~x'~. e~v~mx ]1 ~#o~o~'~ma~/~ I I=II c u#c.='~ 7/~/v~r I lal #o/~z~.~ ~II 
!J~IIF//~/~Y~O. ~O/N~70~/W ~II SOO~Zr~NFr~U~//~ 1 1231 /~v~ ~ I I~11 ~A,7~ ~v,~x. 41 
I~l/Nes~ rrM~s~-r 31 t;Vt~rfg~L~,Z~/~N~/A~l I=11 etWt~lN FAOWr~S/NI BI I~P13~ o e,II1 
;RI774/SYF,4R, ~;,M//~. all ~P/eeTOA~VN~N~Ct~k:! I 1-11 ~IU,~I~4? ~lz~m~. l  IKIII I o XI 
vowels. Solution isaccomplished by trial and efl'~'. 
• ~ 1978 King Features Syndicate. Inc. 
~.;.~....~i~.~.;~.;~i:i~.~:i:.;~;.~;.~.;~i~i~:...;~.~:~:~:~::~.~.~.~.+.~::::$~.~ "  :~:  
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Marsh World 
GRAY TREE FROG (Hyla versicolor) -- This tiny tree 
frog measures approximately one and one-half 
inches in length. A notable feature is their ability 
to camouflage themselves by changing color from 
dark gray when among dead leaves and bark, to 
a brilliant green when in a tree on bright green 
leaves. The tree frog is commonly' found near 
water, particularly in shallows of tree bordered 
marshes or woodland ponds. They lay eggs in 
clusters, usually fastened to surface vegetation in 
shsllow water. The eggs hatch in about five days. 
Ducks Unlimited(Cans a) 
1495 pemblna Hwy, Winnipeg, Man. R3T 2E2 ,0  ~so.~s 
~:~y&~.'~.~.~ ~. .,.:.:.::....:.:.~.._~w.:..~ ~ / & ~ : ; ~  
"The old church r~idifles 
are breaking down and new 
patterns are emerging," 
said the archbishop. 
"Barriers between the 
denominations are also 
breaking down and there are 
many signs of hope within 
the life of the church itself, 
especially in its worship and 
in its use of the modern. 
media to reach the people." 
Canon Michael Green, one 
of the leaden of Anglican 
Evangelicals, urged the 
conference to demcmtrate 
the vitality of the Christian 
faith in their style of life. 
"Anglo-Catholicism has 
too often been inward- 
looking, paternalistic and 
heavily structured in wor- 
ship so that freedom and 
spontaneity are oft~ ex- 
cluded," he said. 
"We should get out on the 
streets and try to combine a
passionate devotion tethe 
person of Jesus with that 
burning social concern that 
characterized the church a 
~mtory. ago." 
Canon Rohert Greenacre 
of Chichester said the 
theological issues raised by 
the questions of womm's 
ordination still are valid and 
Oi~A~.ed The conference 
not to take any vote 
on women's ordination. 
"A deep theological issue 
is at stake," Grconacre Said. 
"The church has no right to 
change the catholic lradiUon 
of the church, but it must be 
B.c. by ~huy  hart 
c.~How ~AE A "~ c~ ALL'FR'AVEG, AND' 
A ~Ter-. oF NONE,..... 
7,Zo 
~.,AI~O I'LL :--~OW ~OU A TOILET  THAT" "~ 
FcU.~+~ W~N YOu "FLF, N ON TH~ ~.)  
A young moose is so dependent on its mother that she "The two greatest stimulants in the world are youth and 
has to drive it away in spring when she is ready to bear debt." Benjamin Disraeli 
alert towhat the Holy Spirit 'her next young. 
is saying to the church." 
Sen Maroon University in 
Lima is one of the oldest 
universities in the westsan 
hemisphere. It wu  founded 
in 1551, 85 years before 
Harvard University. 
a¢= An 
1 
, Jm ~ , ~ ~, .  7" /3  
"1 told you on the phone she had a lot of hair." 
Plan A Picnic For Family Fun 
Picnic games are great family activity on a hot summer 
day. And, they stimulate hearty appetites. Whether pre- 
paring food for a group or just a few, here's an easy way 
to best the heat and satisfy those eager eaters. Pan fry 
chicken the day before and chill in the refrigerator. For a 
real time-saver, use some convenience foods. Combine 
csnned pasta shells in tomato sauce with beans for a ~, , '~  
Russian macaroni salad to go with the chicken. Have 
plenty of sesame rolls and minted iced tea on hand. Carry 
everything, along with light weight plastic utensils, in an 
insulated bag or, keep cool in a portable canvas bag with 
an "ice in a can" preparation. 
RUSSIAN MACARONI SALAD ~'~ ='.~ 
1/3 cup mayonnaise :~ 
2 teaspoons of Gulde'p's ®Spicy Brown Mustard 
2 (17 oz.) cams red Kidney Beans, drained 
1/4 cup of chopped ce l~:  
!/4 cup minced onion ~0:  ~ l l~  i 
1/3 cup diced green pe~per 
1/2 teaspoon of pepper 
I (15 oz.) can of Chef Boy-ar-dee @ Macaroni 
Shells in Tomato Sauce 
2 eggs, deviled 
Combine mayonnaise and Spicy Brown Mustard; mix 
with red Kidney Beans. Add celery, onion, and greei~ 
pepper. Sprinkle ground pepper over the top and ton; 
fold in macaroni shells. Chill in refrigerator for 4 hour 
or overnight. Garnish with deviled eggs. Serves 6. 
"1 wouldn't know s 'home-run' if I saw one.. 
*L / 
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Algerian woman, suspected of 
being kidnapped, won't leave 
ALGIERS (Renter) -- An 
Algerian woman said to have 
been kidnapped from 
Canada does not wish to 
return there to give evidence 
in any police investigation, 
official Canadian souree~ 
said here today. 
The sources said Dalila 
Maschino had told the police 
of her decision, through the 
Canadian Embassy in 
Algiers. 
They said she met the 
Canadian charge d'affaires 
in Algiers, Franoo Pilarella, 
alone for several minutes on 
July St. 
The meeting took place in 
the diplomat's apartment in
the centre of Alaiers. Asked 
about he meeting and Mrs. 
Maschino's appearance. 
Pilaretia saidtoday that be 
noticed nothing unusual. 
Piinrella said Mrs. 
Masehino told him she "did 
not wish to go to Canada nor 
anywhere lse." 
Her husband, Denis Mas- 
chino, says his wife was ab- 
ducted and taken to Algeria 
against her will by members 
her family, ~vhtch ad 
never approved her 
marriage to a nonMoslem. 
Maschino has accused 
Raehid Zegghar, the head of 
the family, of master- 
minding the kidnapping. 
Zegghar is an Algiers 
businessman whose huge 
personal fortune gives him 
considerable political in- 
fluence. 
STUDIED AT UNIVERSITY 
The affair has caused a 
storm in Canada. The 
Quebec government, where 
the Masehinea were studying 
at the University of Mon- 
treal, has started an in- 
vestigetion i to the case. 
The affair has. also been 
referred to publicly by 
Pr ime Minister Pierre 
Trodeau. Georges Blouin, 
Canada's Under-Secretary 
of State for External Affairs, 
was recenUy in Algiers to 
discuss the matter with 
Algerian authorities. 
hr~ told him they con- 
el it a private matter 
10ut said they would not stop 
t 
Mrs. Maschino from leaving The Algerian authodties 
Algeria if she wished, also told Canadian officials 
Algerian citizens who leave they eobld come to Algerla to 
the eount~j must obtain an question Mrs. Machine, it 
exit visa. she agreed. 
Man sues cousin for 
bone transfusion 
PI'I'rSBUHGil (AP) - -  that "forcible extraetinn of 
The cousin of a dying man bodily . tissues causes 
whose diseased bone revulsion to the |udieial 
marrow will not produce mind." 
blood cells cannot be Robert McFall, 39, a 
required to submit to a former asbestos worker, 
transplant, a judge ruled filed suit to compelhis 
today, cousin, David Sldmp, 43, a 
"This would defeat the crane operator, to donate the 
sanctity of the individual," marrow if further tests 
said County Judge John reaffirm the two men are 
Flaherty. biologically compatible. 
"It would require forcible Flaherty said he had no 
submission to the medical other option in the ruling 
procedure," he said, adding under Pennsylvania law. 
"Good company and goad discourse are the very sinews 
of virtue." Izesk Walton 
BUSINESS DIREOTORY 
DEEP SEA SAILBOAT 
Coastal Cruising, Divlng, 
Full Equipped 
Learn to Water Ski at 
Lakelse Lake. 
Reasonable Rates 
Boats for Sale 
MERMAID YACHT SALES & CHARTERS 
Phone 798.2267 
at WaterLilY Bay Resort 
BA N Q U E T S  PARTIES  
RECEPT IONS 
Eag le  msco 
I 
B. POLICHEK J. Y, PAUL 
PHONE 63§ -~603 PHONE 63S-9252 
TOOVEY 
SERVICE  
OANAVENTURE 
MBOUR¥ ,haatsl YAMAHA 
,outboard O 0 ~  
motors) (chain fa l l )  
|1 
E N'~~L~s R LTD, 
Most Anything - MOst Anytime For 
CONTRACTORS.IN DUSTRY-INDIVIDUALS 
Hours: Man. - Sat. 8.6 
Hours: Men. - Set. 8.6 
. - -  ,- . ~alor Llcence ..me . . . .  l~m~ " /At  'If 4945GreigAveau, 
• lU ureng Number ~013A OOO'O@&U U~I~mBI~I  I Phone 435.7417 
Torraoe Eloolronio Repairs Ud. ..TO.E. CA~I.E.S. .ou.o,o" VANI..OOONTER.OPa" .NST.''A.ION'. 
ALWOOD 
FREE ESTIMATES 
SERVING TERRAOE i KITINAT 
SERVICE ON ALL 
~ e  MAKES OF T.V.'s 
Warrenty Dell_) for 
Zenith, Phillips, Hitachi, 
Sylvania 
NON.. SAT. $ a.m. - S p.m. 
4908 Graham 535.4543 
BRAD REESE 
AREA MANAGER 
869 • 5TH AVENUE 
PRINCE GEORGE. B.C. V2L, 3K5 
BUS. 564.1488 
RES. 362.2201 
3OTon Truck. Hydraupc Cranes -20 Ton R.T. 
BOB N IESH. 624.6283 Prince Rupert 
SKEENA CRANE 
SERVIOES LTB, 
• TERRACE ANSWERING BUREAU 
638-8195 
ANSWERING, 
• PAGING, 
MONITORING OR 
PHOTOCOPYING 
HARDWARE STORES 
/ 
/ 
, t % 
/ / 
60RDON 
AND 
ANDERSON 
/ T,V, GUIDE 
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TBA 
Cont 
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William WIndom 
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Can't 
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Emergency 
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The Gong 
Show 
News 
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Another 
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the Future 
Soap 
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CTV News 
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Hour 
Final 
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"Wild 
Eye" 
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(PBS) 
Mister 
Rogers 
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Zoom 
Con't 
Over 
•Easy 
MacNell. 
Lehrer 
Wodehouse 
Rayhouse 
Opera 
Theatre 
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Turnabout 
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Late Movies 
MASH 
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~ ~  :00 The New Friendly Giant Jean Cannem Price Is Right 
: 15 High Rollers Bonlour Show canto 
:30 Wheel of Mr. Dressup Oeflnltlen Love of 
: 45 Fortune contd Oeflnltlon Life 
:00 America Sessame Street Kareen's • Young & 
Alive contd Yoga Restless 
contd contd It's Your Search For 
145 contd contd Move rom0rrow 
1~I~.   Hollywood I Dream Noon. Eyewitness 
!~ Squares of Jeannle News News 
Days of ' Ryan's Hope Movie As the 
145 Our Lives contd Matinee . World Turns 
.m contd Bob McLean "The contd , 
contd (;how Lone contd 
The Doctors con0d Hand" Guiding Light 
145 contd contd Joel McCrea contd 
• Another Hollywood Another ean~ 
11~S World Squares World contd 
~30 contd Edge of Con't All in 
145 contd Night Con't the Family, 
:m Movie High Alan Dinah, 
"Wives Hopes Ha•el contd 
and 30 from Show contd 
145 Lovers'; Winnipeg Can't coMd 
4 i~ JanetLelgh Klahanle TheLucy Sesame Street 
Van Johnson Con't Show contd 
Shelley Winters Hunter's Emergency contd 
145 Con't . . . . . . . . .  Gold Can't ___ , ,  contd 
SERVICES 
TERRACE 638-1555 ~,.o~.,..~,. ......,.......................................'"'""'" 4603.D Park Avenue, Terrace, B.C. VaG 1VS" : ' ' ' ' ' : 
I • " [] 
SUZUKI Motoroyoles and i B - -  ~ met  ' = ~Uup"'- ..,,,e ' , • 
....o,,., ",. ,,o.k ,owz ? l .  BUSINES S NAN! :: Feat" :'., 
i Weed ter  ' 
' " Thus Spaoe Is Resorted | 
Terraoo Equipment Sales Ltd. For Your Ad. | ' J 
4441 Lakelse635.6384 • . .. ' ° ~ ~ . : 
Dealer No. 01249A -' S UZT-H(I GOES ~"~ DISTANCE! ~ i ,, ':. n 
~::~J~ i I l l  l / '  i 
~J~H - "~" ' "  ":: J,~.~w.,, r .Z~,u ,h~d.~- -  i . I .  fl. oord for$2,88 ~ ] U  ~ h  / . ,!  
• ~ i with purohase of Weed Eater ~ I i i V i | 
Ready-Mix  636-3936 ~-  " " 
&|mmim|m|mm|i|iia|||m..mm|m|m||mmmiimiimm|m|||mm||mmii,~ QONQRETE 4434 LAKELSE AVE.  ',mv.,,,,v,S,,OA,O." 
. . . . . . . . . .  """'°""° n nd A o Ltd ' s,o, . . . , :  . .  6ordo a nders n , 
Sand, Gravel, 9raan Rock 
I I  
II I 
Call us at 635-6357 9 to 5 
-,it I ilHi 
Store Hours: 
n • | . Tues, Sat, 9a,m, §,30p,m, 
Friday 9a.m.-9p.m, 
CLOSED MONDAY 
( 'HAR( ,EX  
